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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

A DolF* //oust has been a decade before the

public; yet criticism continues to rage around it.

might be accounted for, by saying the subject
of Marriage is of universal interest, and any striking

exposition of it will serve as a lesson book. But this

is not the only reason Nora engages attention. The
c has come up for final settlement, in the sense,

that the human race will never relapse into any one
of its many shades of discomfort and falseness. And
of this final settlement, Nora, and any similar expres-
sions of sentiment, are signs, not causes.

Those who are grateful to Ibsen for writing the

play,
have thanked me only too kindly for translating

ver since 1882, and for the introduction, in which
I arranged the thoughts of '

Robinson/ a distinguished
Swedish critic, because I thought his saying for us,

as Ibsen does, the same things that we women
say for ourselves, was noteworthy. Many other noble
men know that happiness for men in married life

depends upon the freedom of women.
ism comes from (i) People who really

dislike progress, change, improvement; (2) people
who are timid about it and are sticklers for degree
and method. The obstructionists I leave to learn on
life itself. "The ship which will not learn by the

rudder must learn on the rocks." Nora affects such

persons uncomfortably, because it makes them feel

searched and known. Verily,
" Thou Host xarchcd

mi* and known me ;" by every passing event, every
, even by a drama, perhaps read carelessly,

which nevertheless will haunt the memory. It seems
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a forestalling of the Day of Judgment, when people
expect to feel very uncomfortable ; and they prefer
to put off the evil day as long as

possible.
But s

no day passes without our judging something,

always
* the Day of Judgment

'

; and whenever our
accounts have to be settled, we shall be asked whether
we shirked warnings, hints, the realities of life brought
before us.

I watched Miss Janet Achurch's magnificent per-
formance of Nora in A Doll's Hou> Ion, July

1889. It was announced to be * translated by
\Villiam Archer.' He has acknowledged in print
his debt to me as the original translator of Nora
and Ghosts. Appleton has republished Nora in

America, no copyright law protecting me, I am
content to leave all transgressors to that inexpensive
moment just referred to, the Day of Judgm<

Mr. Besant's imaginary termination of the

dishonours every one concerned, as untruthful views

are sure to do. According to him, Helmer would
drink and Nora would write bad novels. Mr. Besant
should not think so badly of Helmer

;
and I hope he

will be told this by men whom he respects. I leave

them to settle their own account with him. Helmer
would never sink thus

;
it is a most unnecessary

assumption of Mr. Besant's. And if his idea of

Helmer, the man, is so mistaken, it does not take
much ability to see that in assuming Nora would
write bad novels, he shows even less intuition. At
the worst, Helmer would dessicate

; becoming a mere
dried mummy, a prig. If he did improve, he would
become a fine man. But my heart sinks as I write the

words ; he was one of those who must wade through
a shallow ocean of second-rateness on their way to

what is clear and true. And would he tolerate Nora
at his side meanwhile ?

When I published my translation in 1882. the last
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Ihing which occurred to me

five but T tuU often assume thii. How
they be to wanting in knowledge of human nature ?

Tkf Pott A/ati Gauttf, ever brave in woman'*

cause, taid in lately, that A Doffs
HOKU was a story from real life that Nora returned

when she had learnt her lesson, and has been at home
ly twenty years. I hare always felt the play was

based on real life.

Another assumption is that Nora thought herself

sjoy wise. But Nora says plainly and humbly,
ft try to bcoonMj a *""" ^"Q ; d, iy

foolishness ami i^m.r.uj. c, n little boht-iic n what I

Some commd that Ibsen regards her as a model
>hes all wives to leave all husbands,

:ion arises. That Ibsen knew one
married woman might .ml another quite

j^BcSUy, no one could doubt, who r+^H\t*\ Kim a

"**nt flf r+alui+g r innately, we have a

proof of this in the Lady of tht Sea (1888). There
the husband is kind and indulgent; the wife only
needs to be told

'

you are free,' and her nature turns

to him with passionate eagerness. Just so would
Nora have clung to Helmer, had he been the kind of

man, who kneeling down by her, would have said

gently,
"
Love, when anything goes wrong between us,

some of it must be my fault ; tell me what you think

There are plenty of men who are at least as

good and sensible as this ; and the Noras of the

world recognize them as real helpmates, not owners
or tyrants. Imagine Helmer a human, kind, intelli-

gent man. But then such a man would never have
let Nora build up a Doll's House for their joint home.
Ibsen's point en a man of Helmcr's fharartrr

UUIIUH tif Niiim'i. M.Fl. UBBgmnmt be
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before it can be built on a firm foundation." If this

DCTuT" AD8CD CHnm^yoBnnQuC^ It b PCsTtTe the m.nk
to say, that another married couple would act differ-

ently ; of course they would. It is equally beside the

< to say,
** Nora and Helmer are not like anybody

I know." This is very likely. Nora is a Norwegian
girl of middle-class life. She is not the wealthy young
woman of the best English or American society, who
has visited in large country houses, had a maid to

dress her hair, had quantities of offers, and hosts of

friends. Nor is Nora the serious benevolent girl, who
till marriage, employs her time usefully in a large circle

of relatives and friends. Nor is she the woman who
is very admirable, but ' not quite a lady,' like

Christina Linden ;
who knows the world just

All these types get social education ; Nora had none.
nH ni.nfra ^11 *

Igfiugbt-up young Indy, How should sbbe?
Ibsen (1 i a tiagle relative on
Helmer' 1 alludes s deceased father

as the < .wC-Sora was not rich enough
in society muchy -after her nuuiiage; and

Helmer discouraged her from even talking of the few

ties her school days had yielded her. Serious people
do not admire Nora

;
because her fibs as about

eating contraband maccaroons and the greed ii

implied blind them to her sterling worth in resisting

help from Dr. Rank after his declaration of love ; her

power of keeping her painful secret about the loan

from Krogstad ;
her untiring industry in her home.

Frivolous people do not admire Nora because of this

sterling worth ; it reproaches them. A serious sen-

sible woman, would never have left husband and
children

;
but neither would she have forged a name

from gOOd motives. Mn
C.rjt?'r

ar< n mi^fti ~

tho~wK? think " a * * ..... * .......a*
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im-

selfish or noble-hearted. Nora went awa
I

in three months the would long to be tossing
n her arms ; in six months she would be home-

sick ; but she would resolve to hold out for one year ;

her idea of self-respect, purpose, industry would pr<

that ; by the time autumn came, she would be making
notches on a stick to count the days, and she would
come home of her own accord to spend Christmas.

The greatest difficulty would be with Hcl;

a man really likes a conventional woman for his \\

a woman who does and says just what others do and

say. He is perfectly sincere in his preference for

what is second-rate ; and I am always sorry for him,
when he it roar

real, and

only
nd

CeEiUie Uiey ill) Bot desue

quite frankly wishes f. T C.*

s would wish fo:

to h.i is she really value*:

money on objects:itea^d^flfhj|

tQtj^MpEyflQfiij

PfPfe
children to ^Uu[y__aQidin -to prdieicnca.

If Emmy disliked music, Nora

drawing instead; Helmer would
fear Emmy's 'peculiar tastes.' Nora perhaps dis-

likes the army as a profession ; but would promote
s adopting it, because she respt. ndencies

and wishes him to choose his own path. She could
not consent except on this principle, or in silence.
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Helmer would be annoyed at her way of arriving at

in the matter
;
and would long for a wife

who would take the same view of the army as other

people do, or who would at least say she did. Bob
would wish to go into business. Some divergence
would occur over that event. Helmer would incline

to paying the premium instead of finishing Emmy's
education. Nora, remembering her own half-taught

girlhood, might plead for some other way of doing the

thing. And having tried self-effacement for eight years,

she would never dare to solve her difficulties by

ing only
* so as to please Torvald

'

;
and she is too

generous and '

real
'

to suggest his effacing himself a

little to please her. She would desire he should act

only as he thinks right ;
and yet he would never go to

the bottom of things with her
;
or he might even try

to do so ; but what he would fish up and present her

as a pearl of truth, would merely be a "By the bye,

you know, Jones was quite right the other day. He
said,

'
I find I come out all right when I do exactly

what Smith does.
1

Depend upon it, my dear Nora,
there is sound sense in what Jones says." Helmer
would really succeed best in life by acting mucl

others do
;

he would feel truest to himself thus ;

happiest ; and prepared to learn from mistakes ; be-

cause they would be made along a path his conscience

roves : Conventionality*. He would then announce

things as 'discoveries,' which Nora's intuitions and
love of principle had taught her years before ;

but he

would never see she had learned them by these

methods ;
nor that this was the cause of her quiet

manner on his announcing his
'
discoveries.'

In 1882, when I issued the first large edition of

Nora, I had no counter-solution to propose for Dr.

Rank's view on Heredity ; but without saying a word
in challenge of it, I cannot issue the present one.

Now, however, the doctrine,
" we reap as we sow,"
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and not only in one criatence but in many, teems to
r than Hcrc: ry soul on coming to

own possibilities of harvest
r tendencies

'

accounts for pecu-
i luted in a whole family. A useful

name for 'harvest* in this sense of evolution, is

ina, the Indian philosophical name for it ; and as

Ibsen's drama Gfosts turns on Heredity, my preface
to it will be ihc proper place to treat the doctrines

redity and Karma.
< A good deal of present day discussion on marriage
would gain in clearness and usefulness, if people knew
whence arises their increased disposition to discuss it

at all That true marriage is a union of souls, hearts,

minds, has been often stated. This is an echo of a

deeper truth which has also been stated, but never quite

satisfactorily. The truest marriage can only take place
when the souls really belong to each other, were created

to complete each other, are Twin Souls.or soul mates.

It is only the dullest minds who would not admit
our Age to be one of transition from some older

order to a new one. As a pan of this transition, the

fountains of the great deep having been broken up,
certain restrictions upon human knowledge have come
to a natural end ; many a soul in the Unseen World
is free to seek its mate still on earth

; many such

recognitions are attempted ; many succeed, (the

degree of conscious recognition varies ;) with the

result, that these divinely united souls radiate ideas

of what true marriage should be, and these ideas are

caught up by thousands and echoed in their hearts.

And equally of course 'the Enemy* uses evil-dis-

posed persons to desecrate this holy truth, and

promote license within wedlock or outside it, alleging
the attraction of 'soul-union* for what is only
common-place improper conduct which is the last

thing 'soul-union
'

could possibly prompt.
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The union of the Twin souls in earthly marriage is

not a very common occurrence ; and is not easy to

nguish from any other happy marriage character-

ized by good feeling, 1< 1 courage. But where
the two really belong to each other, the world often

recognizes the fact with a very unexpected gleam of

perception.

Regarding A Dolts House as a story of real life,

I would describe Mrs. Linden and Krogstad as twin

souls. Their life-struggle side by side would be full

of sweetness to them, and would purify both, until

in old age they would know theirs was an eternal

marriage. Whether on earth or in the Unseen, your
twin may not be 'perfect' or 'so good as you are';
and if on earth, it may be, that under the discipline
of patience with your imperfect earthly partner, you
are actually ministering to the one soul destined to

share the rest of your evolution in endless future time.

Nora and Helmerwere not Twin souls. But, like all

who have chosen each other in marriage, they owed
each other the best either had to give. Helmer gave
his best in working for Nora's bread. Nora thought
she had given her best in borrowing money to save

his life ; and when she found that was wrong, it

still under the idea of doing the very best by her

husband and her children, that she left them for a

little while
; though, as she said truly, the duty to our

own soul, taught us by the conscience within each of

us, must always have the first claim as guide of action.

"
to thine own self be true,

And it shallfollow, as the Night the Day,
Thou canst not then befalse to any man."

NCES LORD.
Kensington, London,

March 1890.



LIFE OF HENRIK IBSEN.

IK IBSKN was born in Norway, March Jo, 1828, and
- until 1864. wl distress that Sweden and

Norway would not help Denmark to resist Prnsais, he wrote
scornful epigrams about hb fellow-countrymen ; and since then

he has notbeen in Norway. He lived for some years to Dresden,
since 1878 has been chiefly in Rome, but ha* no settled home.
Of his earlier works, Catiltna, Fr* fnffrt TTu ComcdvofIm,

and above all. Kn+l* for tk< Cro+m, 1864, were those that chiefly

brought him into notice, until in 1866, Hrand gave him a fame
that Krew with .'s Bond, Emptnr and G*lilm
(translated by Miss C. Kay : S. Tinsley). Tkt Pillar, o/S*
1879 AWa appeared, and at Christmas 1881, Gkosti.

xs married a daughter of Mrs. Magdalene Tboresen, a
poetess. He has a small literary pension from the

Government, the rest of his income is derived from

__ y h*ir and whiskers make him look somewhat more
than rift v I ir it short, but firmly and well built, so that he looks
taller than he is. The most characteristic points in his serious,

decided face, are his powerful forehead, which is remarkably
broad and h

!f;h, a very Jupiter's brow, and his delicate mouth ;

it has no lips but shuts energetically in a fine line, and it expresses
inexhaustible will, as though some giant resolve were for

being taken afresh. His small blue eyes almost disappear behind
ctac sC is quite Northern in its irregularit)

softly, moves slowly, and rarely gesticulates. Hi* self-

command almost amounts to coldness ; it is but the snow that

covers a volcano of wild and passionate power.
The play now given us as Nora is called in Norwegian Ett

ukktkjfm. To a public unused to Ibsen's surprises, A DUT*
is a misleading title ; the German translator seems to hare

fell this too, and preferred to call hit translation of the play AWw.
ss written in Swedith. Norwegian, or Danish can be

read without a translator's help in Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
and Finland ; and, as I learnt during my own residence in Slock-
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holm, 1878-9, the cu! net among these ten millions of

people
look to Ibsen as their great teacher. They do not always

like what he says, but they let him
speak

on. Such furious dis-

cussion did Nora rouse when the
play

came out, 1879-80, that

many a soci.il invitation given in Stockholm during that winter

bore the words,
" You are requested not to mention Ibsen's DolTs

Haute!" The play's firm hold on the Scandinavian mind has

been strengthened, rather than effaced, by his (7Ao///(i88i); and
how firm this hold is, a mass of criticism shows, as it continues to

pour from the press. In a series of essays called Questions of

the Day,' is Ibte* and th* Marriage Qusstien, by
' Robinson.'

It
explains

Ibsen's position in the worlds of thought and literature,

and in Scandinavian estimation so well, that 1 venture to give
much of its substance.

Marriage is still an unsettled problem. The Eastern poets

sing Woman a slave, the Western, Man enslaved l>y her.

far-sighted spirits like Dante, reject both views, and sing Ideal

Love, a thought too precious for humanity to let it escape, when
once it reached human consciousness. Yet it is

philosophers
moralists whom Time leads to accept it, while the po<

leaders, ignore the truth thar m^rri^gyjnjfll^m hlflllfl" ^'F^'lfr

responsi^for, r^">mnn'Lj "fla mutual trust It it jo making this

truth clear that !

sooner does a great and popular m we tee how
little woman's own voice has been neard in other poetry ; and we
feel thankful that a singer who can make himself gladly heard, is

singing of freedom, openness, tnie and conscious devotion, con-

science responsible to itself alike in man and woman,
world deluged by masculine qualities ; he
a

ism,
scorn or laughter. II

or misjyglejxUXxL He does not construct tome purely h

circumstances, and show Woman attaining a seeming equilibrium,
and becoming all that her i liable of. He cither shows
her driven to crime

development (a-

reared in a wrong state of
society (lilcy ff^T|

'"

Gainfan} ; or finally flg oPcJil aujtne great gBlCMUu^paatry Ux

noble, ptuCB^MHAfig^*
about among recUess natural L -ion

and reconciliation, but either lack

or, if they have much courage, happen
one-sided manhood t .man, the

heavenly herald of nature ai. :ndcr foot,

or passed by, the man regretting it, but when it is too .
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,.,* ,,! lU

' "''

ftUa.Hi Ikonq -' : haVa *
nmaalmfsi fiaants ootside ; tbt thorns

ate blooming. Men drean ury 10 woman-
hood ; at any rate they forget to tank their way in to reality ;

they are ready for any deed rather than that loan approaches
the thorn-girt home ; he knows thai every siprsssioc crushes

thousands of conventionality'* row* ; and oo hn plain hot
trusty

sword are thaw words only : I-ove and Understand. Expanded,
the words mean The union between two people is only true

according as they love and understand each other, in thought*

feeling, and will, tasks of duty and sources of joy ; and are con-

sequently able to fight life's battles, bear its pains, and enjoy its

Syasa^"^ 1

owned as Ibsen has
ii

hit

* position as s dramatist, we ought to glance st

the hiaory of the state, and especially si the French stage, which
ha* influenced all other dramatic writing for the past 150 yean,
aad then we shall ask why Ibsen pasiet by and turns away from

something by which Frenchmen produce their greatest stage
effect i. That class of women to whom novels and plays have
been giving complete publicity year after year, and who are very

conspicuous in the world, are almost excluded from the great
Northman's works, v amatitts and their disaples
are never weary of depicting these beings, who have nothing of
woman but her outward enchantment, whereby they rule Society's
life, ami are like a

pest
in its midst.-Ibsen has worked out but

one such figure, Helen in the Aw/vrw a*J Gultiti**, and he
chastises her as only the world'* greatest poets for the stage have
dared to chastise her like before him/ Through Ibsen, as through
Shakespeare, we get a striking impression, that the one

absolutely
unpoetical thing in humanity is to be born to develop through
struggle and change into a human being, and yet to will to have
oneVinfluence in life only as being a beautiful animal. I

Other poets, modern Frenchmen, and Swinburne even more
than they, may show by the strongest language, that they hold
this same view, and how every such woman exists but as an injury,

.g organism ; but all their words
too well

only thing
which can possibly lessen her death-bringing power ;-that people

a sort of scar on humanity's living organism ; but sll i

rease her power, and she knows this only too
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should find a world-renowned poet, who knows how to touch all

the fine chords of ideality, and at the same time is wide awake
to all that goes on around him, simply sets her aside, wholly
ignores her, or makes her a mere listener, puts her outside the

real action of the poem, and in the same position as a listless

and
ignorant person occupies during ! rtlh.uu conversation among

intelligent people ; so that the reader or the onlooker is obliged
to ask himself, how a being thus spiritually defective could ever

have got a place amid the awakened life of human work and
human will.

Thinking Frenchmen seem to wish to treat such women not as

exceptions to womanhood, but as characteristic of it ; but whether
the woman be cunning or simple, coquette or prude, she never

arrives at any development through the action of the piece, and
there is nothing to show whether she will end in Iwing like her

surroundings, or be educated by life into real womanhood. Ibsen,
on the contrary, handles the question of development seriously,
as being for woman the question of awakening in the end to being
able to love devotedly and really.

It is not only as an idealist, that Ibsen knows this is the

highest thing ; he knows as a realist, as a friend to the modern

philosophy
of development or 'evolution,' that every return to

an earlier or ruder view of life, when a more human one has

already entered the general consciousness, is unnatural. With
these two convictions, he plans his work and carries it out

; he
feels he is the messenger of nature and the spirit ; and therefore,
amid the moral anachronisms in the rest of European poetry, he
bursts in like a storm from the North to clear the air. So far as

he is concerned, he will contribute nothing to justify antiquated
habits of thought.

Ibsen considers that the womanly life which is available for

dramatic purposes, all the conditions for passionate action

among woman's virtues and sins, together with the events arising
out o? them, are different from what they were in past times,
because the sort of influence it is now natural for her to strive

after, is different.

Woman of course exercises influence in all possible ways ; but
if it be not that of a free and loving being, it drags down ;

an influence of somnambulism, death, and retrogression, a return

to the Oriental idea of the relation between the sexes, according
to which it is a merit for her to have no soul.

Against this now antiquated, animal view, whether on its

respectable
or its unrespectable side, Ibsen wages ceaseless war,

and with a strategy that he has devised for himself. At any rate,

he has turned his back on the French method which has been so

industriously copied.
All women woo willingly or unwillingly are part of the con-
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federacy for

man's development, and, if they try 10

ry to have it io some other, and therefore KNM

.ihcf *. And he considers he ha* then got nd of the

< brood.
!ict streams from the royal vein*

men, who are oat oral, fre%i

<>i, at a ns cum-
e enough : '.rated oul

of I.: ic alone in iheir day, or even before their day.
.! he has a good opp.

he u handling the great historic forces of the wor!

and other grave matter* ; hit reason presumably being, that he

len these great thingt can never be Killed without one half

of the human .

a, marriage in itt widest sense, the common work of

MM U : D ftl . win h ii JM .::. I
' M ' '

I Bl -

aestionw -g of every knot
At leat the question whether or no we are to

man or woman which U one-aided.

Ibtea's plays *how what ruin the Furie* of one-*idednc* can
in the absence of harmoniotts understanding between

and woman. Ibsen views the relation between the sexe* as the

ultimate caue our reason can trace for all the unloveline** our

race has inherited. This unlovelineu may have more remote

causes ; and he suggests these infinite questions but without

believing he can gel incontestable answers to them, as he tx ;

!.( '..:..
cader who from nature or teaching, inclines to the Oriental

N, will find ItMcn' writing* inert

and 'negative.' Our examination will lead u>. however, to see,

.i poetrv is more constructive and
positive

than any other

of his time ; for to say that, for us human beings a wrong relation

between the sexes is the vi>il>le reason for all that is unlovely,
U the same as saying, that beauty, or the realizing the idea of our

race, is much nearer to us, more natural, more possible, than we
could otherwise dare to be!

The contempt for women associated with Don Joan's name has

to another story, also a mediaeval one, that of Venus

u i i iralitaMr, whtn von n iti i ;.. B

: aries of hampered development. The poison does not
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in our awakening to the consdoucness, that we p
as well as soul*. That consciousness is exactly what a poet

should rouse and help to set in order; I. :.ly pnoo
really qualified to do it. The poiv
natural dislike at all lessened towards the Venus and Tannhl
story, and the representation of our nature underlying it, whoM
meaning is a thousand time* more lowering to all that \v

means in this world, than any told of Don Juan. For when that

story had done its worst, it had hut expressed t: .r of

one one woman. The Venus story disgraces the whole sex, and
does it through a woman.
And the most refined, surest, most weakening poison of all,

nts in regarding such scenes as living pictures, where no
ical consequences of action appear, or rather no con^B

quences of any sort ; but where the events are a joke, and the

end a joke, and the whole a mere amusement, a cannibal feast,

where the actresses are crowned with roses.

There is not a drop of this poison in Ibsen's
poetry.

This
I not he

forgotten,
in reckoning up the css< nevfl

n s Poet
'

is in question ; for there iking

raning in an author so powerful as he is;*it cannot arist

from any want of power to choose or manage material. It means
neither more nor less than that Ibsen will not depict a woman,.

power, when t!. is based on hampered develop-
ment ; he considers that idea has had v he

consigned to the tomb ; though in nil his plays he allows for

difference of historical period, and for individual strength or

weakness.

DggglljBBHajMdiMMflji u-in*/* uuh a. power !< Men*
lkh an iitir and HitjBf* il .;dl """"""

"',
-*~"

JpKthe same way as women like them will, when more sen

banners shall
prevail

in the world, and earth's face grow young
once more, with springs of blessing which are now scaled up.
Even the wives who were not their husbands' choice, and there*

fore never had anything of a real wife's lot, even the disapp<
old maids or the spoilt girls, do their best in their distorted

position ; when a moment for action or liberty comes, they show
that their heart is still in the right place, even though it be not a

wholly fresh, courageous heart.

And of the powerful women, who pioneer their own way, and
whose career is easier to follow, because it is more dramatic, it

may be said, that their very crime does but show the obverse

of the devotedness which could have made them thorough women.
The strength of Ibsen's drawing of men's character has never

been questioned ; men recognize past times and themselves ih:

them
;
nor can these impressions ever be forgotten. But
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way right through the thorny wood, i . the

tiling where womanliness is to be found. After that, it

depends upon each man, whether be will follow the path, and
cwly- roused woman to full consctoune*.

The end of the story of the sleeping wood Ibsen leave* to

thr i I i <iw be has carried it out, we know now ; and bow
his own way is to show woman respect by his poetry ; bow
Mtious. bow

intensely
modest he is, bow manly his hone

ally chaste, how free from all sentimentality, all flowery

laafi |_ . all patnmiiing approval. Ibsen's method is not to

cure silence and transparent air round
Mr watts, like a rather to get to know something than

^^H **y aosnrthmg, when by one great poem after another he

^|ly opens the way to the fresh new forces in bunui
Woman.

Ibsen considers that it is from man's side that the greatest

^^MM come to the realization of marriage on earth ;-

^^^fc purity, complete oneness of life and work between man
and woman ; but that woman incteae man's difficulties in getting

^^^H ffeht way, because she does not understand

(lew has not learnt to cherish a noble respect for his f'^ht.

Man has inherited more than woman has, of the disordered
:> all false marriage, in countless previous

wis. The physical and
spiritual

laws are yet unknown
enable heredity to give this different stamp to the two

sexes, and thus a great difference in the difficulties of life's

problems. Hw the matter actually stands is, on the contrary,
.nd also that even the womanly woman

attribute to man's fall, while our present social ideas are in

force. She docs it from want of courage. But the results of an
action mav be equally great, whether it was intentional or uncon-
scious. Tiu- momentary, unconv is often a result of our

.; ped enough to face the task from which we shrink.

le hosts of such actions or omissions file through the

vs ; and people who prefer that man should

undeveloped condition, take pious comfort from

ng that these <-\ without any blame to the person
who set them going. If only no one can be made personally
responsible.^ til cejsja, ::.

>
:. a| tvill CM bt 1- MIC u; .

^pd they accuti mi themselves to calling them
'
natural

'

"
part of the JK , rouse men from this
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opi.r doe* it, not by denying the !>

these evil*, but
by painting them in all their far-reaching conse-

quence*, and making all men
collectively responsible Tor them.

The poet, like the thinker, docs not consider, that it is a part of

the world's scheme, that it is out of evil good should an---
; hut

knows, that it is we ourselves who (utilize our common life

therefore he regards it as no crime to disturb us in our sleepy
or pious disregard of bad conditions and false views of life-

tees that the struggle against evil is quite serious enough, without
our refusing our support to good, by retaining habits which uncon-

xly and irresponsibly work evil. He bclicv. , that

the fuli development of all healthy forces can only lead to good.
The trivial social view against which Ibsen

\
'hat for

twoTo PM6IM oHe UK!
UljSielH<MTt. iliuuii, Inillilll uiurtPe

cnUdren, marriage was on too narrow a basis, but that tin- nanny
mean has been found, now the approval of all relatives and ni^^l
is sought. Against all such shallowness and cyniciMi:. Ibsen

protests, that human passions cnnnot be controlled by lo<.k or by
opiates, and that the only possible help is for passion and duty
to go the same way.
There are two ways of working for reform : the politiflH

waits and steers his course ; the
poet compromises nothing. To

illustrate these two ways, let us take an example from the physical
world.
Human beauty is an exception, whereas it should be the rule.

People set to work to attack wrong clothing and food, bad habits

at home and at school. Doubtless all this is in the right direction ;

and some are convinced. But one day, by accident, one of those

who have listened and assented, opens a book of engravings from
Greek sculpture, and seeing perfect benuty, he learns more froKj
that single glance, than from all the indirect working of sanitary

teaching. He has seen what beauty looks like.

The poet's work gives a similar discovery of inner beauty or

moral life. Some of the clearest light Ibsen has so f

marriage, we get from Nora. The problem is set in its purest
form ; no unfavourable circumstances hinder the working out of

marriage ; nor does the temper of Nora or Helmer ; both are

well fitted for married life, and everything points to their being
naturally suited to each other.

nf g false view of life, or if Mine JDiist.jt

no empty words. He had done it, he mi ant to do it ; he
had beeH nllnlully working for eight years, and there

that he meant to cease. HU happiness
unruffled. Nor would he Bream of curtail . :
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An.l hr %o far luccmU in unfitting her for

r
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liiliiMi

between man and woman, expreat'it by saying their

like a doll's house
'

| others, more serious, mean that

ce a woman cosy and ""nftlfllhk
went too fa

he ha- 1 ni ven Nora a cookery-book instead of a tambourine all

woaki havr IH-. Otben say. If Nora had but had a
niceonin -. man for her i ,. ttadoftfcatkafctfaf book-

. all would have gone smoothly, even the

loan from 1
>

i : h a little tact would have turned into
.-.

^l only reply to all these is to ask them to read Afae through
car .-tally once more, v .nselves all the

loadilk** for a moral marriage laid down. They may be
Mmond up in the one word. Love. Dut at present Love is an idea

dear meaning attaches. Love presumes youth as a
at is not the same thing as vo- . as youth with

warm and mutual liking into the bargain. a glorious

thing, but it has its own dangers ; and the chief of them
'

luff, ror imiiiaM II naiiy a sti

ITTTImTlCTffirf ; at least nine-tenths of it is active ;"

piece
of .1 :i which either mate excludes the other,

is a piece
of robbery from the marriage winnings or the mutual

development marriage is intended to bring about for both, and
therefore for humanity ; quite apart from whether the activity

or succeeds. It will generally be found, that those
who dislike AVru are those whose view of marriage the play
utterly destroys ; while those who like the play, are those who,
with Ibsen himself, would rejoice with all their hearts, to tee that

leal of marriage crushed, against which every word in AW
kes a certain death-blow.

If you lose sight ol the play's urcat human interest, you come
to petty considerations ; such as whether Nora had a really large
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nature and Hclmer a stupid one ; or that Ibsen means very little

in it after all ; or as to the effect it is likely to have in making
people neglect their duties, and turn from Chris-

tianity to Nihil;

A poetical work reveals an idea, a truth which has a perfect

right to its place among the truths of the world ; a truth which
is so permanent and indestructible, that if the time has come for

that truth, it cannot l>e injured by neglect, or evaded or turned

aside, though he who attempts to injure it, may thereby injure
and destroy himself. A perfect poem sets forth an idea perfectly.
I A'.im is not a poetical work, or at any rate not a perfect
rue ; or else by means of the idea it sets forth, it is perfectly easy
to find our way into every corner of the play, and

get a clearer

and deeper knowledge of it, than would l>e possible from, c

historical essay. On the other hand, with anything less than this

idea, it is impossible to do justice to the play as a whole, or to

any of its organic parts.
The idea in Nora is: the object of marrjagcJaLlQ make each

nanpersonality free. However incontrovertibletKis may be
wnTtTlald down as an axiom, does that confer the power of giving
it expression in real life, steering one's way among all the diffi-

culties of deceit, inexperience, etc. ? Doubtless not ; but the

poet's work tells us, that until the relation between man and
woman turns in this direction, the relation is not yet Love. This

is the idea in Nora, freed from all side issues, and no other key
will unlock it.

It is of course possible to find one's way through schematic

plays, products of a weaker time than ours, without grasping the

main idea. But in our realistic art, when people speak the

language of their own passions and prejudices, we could never

reach the main idea through the various details, in so many ways
may an individual utterance be taken. The poet does not

create ideas ; as a rule, he can hardly be said to discover them ;

in most cases, they have already become human property, as

it were, amongst a few of his most thoughtful and cultured

contemporaries. Hut it is the poet's art which brings them to

light ; he communicates them to millions. What is new seems

dumb, while its spokesmen are the philosophers, statesmen,

priets moralists, critics, sociologists, or
publicists.

It is as

though unsaid, till the poet says it ; when he has spoken,

humanity hat spoken ; the thought is born on the lips of all, and
it is for the simple reason, that he cannot give it complete utter-

ance until the hour has struck, and humanity has got so far, that

the new thing is said from nect

me people consider that Nora shows the exaggeration of

genius, and not the beautiful, balanced revelation of a newly-
reached awakenedness in our moral conscience ; others admit that
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'.irauUkUftlofMnitftBMl bt given p, but ask wby Abrv
* breaking off, and not a warning? Nora's own word*

ibt
Id morally ncottaciom being. whom dtvlopuat w have

we aft unwilling to iccotiue herbeen fallowing *ep by eiep, thai

cr full meaning. Perhaps it Olid be pMloemhkally
denioostra!ed that to iay thto does her great inietice, the same

tt

hearted, noble, and strong ;

clinging, Helmer, who has such an
to be a patron, and has such an artificially developed gift for

patronising,
must continue to believe he possetaes at least one

being destined for liberty, conscientious life, and personality, as

his
private slave, who U favoured by partiality, and shielded

wise . and chivalrous 11 be sure to go on in

the Mief. that there is at least one fellow-creature, who has no
o, even if outside home's shelter he is often tried, as be

probably will be, by painful miscalculation in such matters ; /. f.

if the Bank start were to be ungrateful for hi* fostering care of

them, and his humane attempt to absorb their personality .

own. The Moll,' the dream-creature, to whom he gave Nora's

shape, is not to be taken from htm ; he is to be aMe to go on

hugging that untrue view of half-humanity to his broad breast,

just as a child hugs its doll ause be U
iiclltgent and sensitive man, but he is not to suffer in tkat

by having his eyes opened to what Nora is : Woman, or
voman who should have been the angel of freedom to him.
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Hut if this constructed the play lie rejected, surely a

happy one of some sort could be found? A novelist's mouth
must be watering to make Hclmcr lose hi* money, t. .

Krogstad working him our then Nora is to

work for him and win hi* love. Hut we know tl.

>rt of nscendancy in development, nor can have, with the
tn m life has so far given I not

i them to each other, nor did ei^ht years' simple with

poverty. Ibsen has intentionally barred that out;

,-lc would only set Nora's energy in motion, till site i

praised like a good child's task, but not with r<s;><i
with humanity's charter of freedom open, hi^h-minded, devoted

When she saw that that 'miracle come, she
would grow wen ulanded slavery umi-

would be no better, but rather worse, than it was under the roof
of prosperity.

In nil trials common to both, Hdmcr would do his duty, pre-
serve his equilibrium, and remain just what !> nl

he is a *

gentleman
'

; let us give him full credit for that ; but he
: a real man, and years would but mark this more clearly.

His principles would dry up into mere max
pu u- ^^i^T;^

uJ^j

fhiinHing Mm
fonirary. by lacti under- '.andii d t-

, lien they are so obliging as to communicate an;.

ii to hold.

Some are ready to agree :
" We never were deeply imlmcd

"with Ixrlief in Mr. Heliner's ideality ;
but why did Nora run

away in such haste? \Ve cannot see that she gained anything,
poor creature, or that her little children did, by linj; her motherly

'

Let us see if we can justify the mistake with which they
thus charge Ibsen. ;>ly, that the ftor of the

forgery, the agon of mind

says, ad boned In a month or two. "At first, no doubt, Nora
..c-than ever, and He!:

da when their home-life first began.
p

of his wife than even in the
Hut asthc weeks went by.

sell. As the memory of the great day faded, a
usness would creep over her, such as HeTmer never di

! iher she would ask his opinion every other minute, evidently
to get rid of some secret restlessness ; or without asking it, she
would be found undertaking things which in the old fonder d

it would never have occurred to her to attempt alone. And if

Helmer did not answer her questions, she would cry ; and if he
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quietly expressed his surprise at hi* wife'* taking her own coarse,
no wounding assertions, always ending

the one which derided him to despatch Krogstad's dtsmusal : that

vould now begin to find it U high time to fulfil bit

promise of leaving the stage of play, and devoting him>
UhU r educs n H . .. . .

-

.;. iti ltd lU .-
. I

way, and with the great power of getting thiough
work which we know him to poetess. He would try first one

thing and then another. That Mrs. Krogstad U not the most
suitable companion lor Nora, would be ha earliest discovc

rk of reformation. Result : Nora sometime* really avoid*

At others a* often as possible contrives to meet her

She wants-, sily hopes
and trouble* to the industrious, sympathetic woman who was her

M!; and all the time she contrives to appear to

itsband as desiring no society but his. The attempt to be
ind Conscience to another shows its usual results t deception,

enceofeate.h\. crisy, crooked warn : ;p ..
Ity,

. ^ o( tnvt
;'-.. Hd bMkUM , E 3] IM M, -:. : A : . .'. M .: ,

emi to have taken root very quickly, of covering the abyn with

artiucul liveliness.

Let us suppose, however, that Helmer make* himself into a
domestic school inspector of Nora's ways with the children, and

points out. that do her duty by them and have time
for htm too, she mu*t shop less, and spend less time with her

Nora would try ; but some day or other, in the

one of his nun >nt, question* would bunt
in. such as, H**f i* skill NV //' much

control
'

and * method
'

is to be expected from them, without

sacrificing their individuality? and, Wkat things ought one to

ud not to *ee ?

Helmer wonders when his discoveries in tht* strange woman's
nv.urc will come to an end, and where she can have got this

new ivarncr from, which hinders husband and wife from their

i >
: u ; '.

>
'

. \\ : >. .

h signs of self-guidance touch the most sensitive pott

life, as they alway* have done. We can hear him

say, a* he did once before, "Now we'll put an end to this, once
r all."

. t eager about it ; he wishes to spare her, so far a*

possible. He says little ; but what he does say, so oppresses
Nora, that she lose* what little pleasure she ever took in the

development of Ivar, Bob, and Emmy. But when a
person

Nora once get* : -.here is an element of rebellion in it ;

feeling in the dark a* he is after *elf*det>en<lence, when she may
not create something, she must at least destroy. So at one lime,
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she it cold and dull with the children ; at another, she spoils

them, and fills their heads with the idea they
' must not tell papa.'

The new 'vcr her Conscience and Will has only led

her to fresh lies ; it has only dragged her deeper into the mud,
and this time, it is the children s turn to go with her and ^et
oiled. Thus lioredom will settle down on that home, as on

<>f other home*. Hut that was not the nir which was
wafted towards us, when the curtain fits .c air was
resiles* perhaps, hut one felt there were

possibilities.
Is Hclmer a bad man, then ; coarse, dilatory,

<

and domineering at times? No, he is quoted everywhere as a
model husband, and not without reason. He is merely c

blind in one direction, educated into colour-blindness.

One thing is certain ; amid a'l tins new order of thing*, he

yearns
for the lark and the squirrel, the careless gaiety of the

Nora that used to le, and that is sometimes now \\lu-n she

makes an effort. Then it strikes him, that it is unnatural to shut

up a young and beautiful woman ; so he takes her into society,
to obliterate the past which perhaps preys on her mind, and to

'diaw out the child in her nature/ For wise men think a

woman never grows ;
or that it is happier for her not to grow ;

ami that she can be stunted in her growth, as it used to be

thought puppies could by brandy.
A glance around us shows us many women arrested thus, many

rich young souls prevented from ever becoming real women.
.1 social munk-r, whose results are most disastrous for human

destiny. It means that homes can ^et amiable hostesses \vi;h.-ut

husbands
getting loving wives, or children lovinvj mothers. Will

this succeed in Nora's case ? She is not a doll ; but will S<><

stupefying agencies make her into one, a model doll, a splendid

example of self-satisfied, undeveloped humanity, who will be
ed as perfectly comme ilj\.

Readers \vho desire this say,
" We cannot see into each others'

henrt*, and Nora's inner life may l>e anything she pleases ; but

a well-bred woman should always seem at ease, and make it

possible for us to have dealings with he; will never
come up to their expectations. There is something untamed in

her, which will make her sin continual 1 iMlymU-
might dress as becomingly as any one, but there her likeness to

others would end. She does not belong to the i .men
whose two sections are the coquette and the prude, both being
the Doll grown to full uch women are her only
enemies. They can lay aside conscience and ideality, without
loss of charm ; they can never be free, nor make others free, never
love. ITiey point in the

opposite direction to rule and l>c ruled ;

they use freedom's means in the service of slavery. I*

to expect this of Nora. Her power of freedom, her need to love
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an I live rrally, are loo strong l

.fe again and again, if

lo allow it, and will lead her to

an dignity are notions wMdl conccro aMO only. MM twa not

for hiintcli alone, ho! for woman a* represented by him.
m in drawing

oat Nora by aocirry.' would nod ibeir paptl loo hard in manage.
lual. loo .< in no

..one women of the world. And although hc . one
of tho*e to whom men feel drawn. he will never MOB* one

among ihmi ; nor d the

fon<t ..in I>r. Rank thHight the had been making advance* to

will ber.,. .;1y aonifabie irn. -

ode' too indifferent. In r

case, she Mill ..-.-!., 1 Helmet's fine seme of what U fitting.

Sometime*, the will show unrettratnr n the

Tarantella. Wcaute the it secret about tomething ; at

.. lic will lake no intrmt in what i going on aroond
irt y tumt tpecially to her, a iboogh

a little nearer to her real self, nothing will be got oat of

ept tome utterly unraitable answer ; an amwer to the

..f an answer
o( toe Questioner'* polite attention.

Nora will grt no recompense in society for her losses

at home her hulnand't growing precision, or the children's

mixture of affection and direpect, when at one time, the is

able to give them what they want behind their fathei's back,
and at another, cannot do what the promised them.
A few glimpses of happinesc for Nora, and a sort of aad rest

e into their ruined home; not
*hen the ; ion is only too plain ;

)>ut when they give small parties and the hostess w able to lay
her own ruin for etiquette, and charms herelf into a

1 sclf-gui.bnce ami liberty, for a few hoars. Young people
will feel particularly happy on these occasion* ; and Nora will

out for a few moments and seem young again. When all

vaM, who is still in love with her. will spend
I in painfully j

hat it u that he has done,
that his young, happy,

warm world has been cut away from
under him ; that he, though he has continued master in his own
home, really kt$ no home now ?

Need we follow them further?- into the critical years, when Ihe
absense of ideality has made them grotesque ; when young people
laugh m I way of playing U /W, mM, ;

hen Nora IN middle-aged ; and some chance opening of the box,
a pair of silk stockings has lain 'ever since that night/

tempo from mamma's lips, a neat little description of her triumphs
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at the costume hall, ending with the remark iy has her
mother's foot and ankle, hut sh<

that charming drc*s and dancing witlt the tamhourine, poor little

Emmy ! or let out that she has ever seen them ; papa can't bear
such things, you know."

h, then, is that to which in the nv> 1e circum-

warning'; ..r.uigln Noia and Helim-r,

1>eing what they were by nature should see

selfish, lint with the sdiishncss which is more or less in

every natural woman's heart ; which unchecked and suppressed,

destroys either her whole woman's personality, or the happiness
and honour of nil around her ; but raised to the moral plane of

freedom, would, on the contrary, have saved both. Ami we should

see Hehm-r NO I fish ; in a certain sense, more so than Nora
;
but

selfish with the egoism of his sex, with satisfaction that 1.

man, and not a woman, rather than with any very exaggr
typical of the class of men on whom

the punishment falls most heavily of women not getting a true

human education, but being brought up to self-deception instead ;

and it is rather the punishment of his whole sex which he bears

than any tragic fate of his own, in bearing the consequences of

not having promoted his wife's human development.
Let us now see what prospect there is of reconciliation between

the Adam and Eve, whom Ibsen drives out of thc-ir Par
into the world of consciousness. Everything in the play
strengthens our perception of the bare truth, that these two

people have by thfir life together, brought matters to such a pass,
that before anything good can come to them, Helmer must try
to come to himself, and Nora to herself. And at the last moment,
there seems a prospect, that they will achieve it some day. And
earthly life offers no truer ground for reconciliation than this, if

we believe development to be the end of our existence.
Every

ri^ht-thinking person must feel compelled to admit, that Noras

fight for existence, as it faces her in all its cruelty, deserves our
love a thousand times more than any return to the Doll's House
conditions of ruining herself, her husband, and her children ; but

this by no means prevents his feeling painfully affected by the

idea of Helmer's petted wife, I . and Emmy's merry
little mother, going away and shutting the door between herself

and them. It is the only violent action in the last scene, and it

makes us feel all the indescribable pain which must weigh on that

undeveloped, newly-roused being, on the threshold between her

past and her future.

\V h.it i*. the outlook for him who is left behind on the stage ;

between his certainty of crushed happiness, and the hope of

higher thin f* He thought himself so pure-hearted and

justifiable in everything ; he finds he only possessed a favourite
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slave. I. it only mechanically that he mmU her words. 'the

greatest miraclr,' or does a new hope arise within him ? The
poet bids as tnfel rl nwl UUktf!-^t ^wi ,...~> !.; I T

^ .4 1nfl
r:

igh all iu
not caught a glimp*e of thr real Nora, the

I , whom Socrates call* the oldest of all the cods ; and,
bowed to t thankful he !

. '..<- he not sav to ? r.<lel

A human Umj;
'

? Thru hr ak*.
" Am I a human being?

vc of her, who might have helped me to

! : i I : : .

one can determine, not even
Ihe poet him*elf; becaute the path to ff >ne which
cannot be marked oat beforehand. But everything in the play

-.! that he will ait will be no
small matter, that K.

f ;
but what conwacd Nora, be

was an honest man.

r the idea in AV b plain to all. we will now inquire
what meant Ibaen selected from every-day life, to mak
mrai The kernel of every

home is its womanly
an.1 the kernel of Ibsen's play b Nora's chars

lie means to make a modern home go to pieces before nor very
It must contain every-

;
that can attract .

. gladness, power of woik, good
r, gentle and little

chi! r II-managed servants, good habits, good
a position which has at length been won by prabe-
Icavottrs, 'so a husband who has such art

Ira of happiness between man and woman, that

it has practically undermined this delightful home, and it ii ready
to fall in. at anv mon
The hunb.T: a pleasant man, that his Oriental

<f woman > a view can 1>e, which b
uman ami : that humanity

lOmes out in a kind, quiet

: rj:ot myself. I judged her as

though the woe a human l<ing. In : oked the
it shall not ha|

i I will altide faithfully and tiue to my principle
that I. and I only, bear the burden ami responsibility for as

If these presumptions are sufficiently unmistakable at every
turn in the |>by. the spectator knows fmm the very begi'
that some of the indispensable conditions for health
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are wanting, and that the breaking up of the Doll's House
b only a question of time.

But it mi-ht have lasted a lifetime, as so many false marriages
do ; and in that case, it would not have been a suitable subject
for a play. The dramatist did not need for his object a strong
character, such as could have set the wrong right. nn<l kept the

home together; or a 'passive' woman, whose will is !<..! ; <>r

one with * a broken heart
'

; or a superficial person, who ends
in tx-m^ \Atttficd with trifles ; or one who suffers, and weeps, and

sighs ; or one of those, who combine any of these characters with

that of a pnide or a coquette. Any one of these women would
have delayed the climax, so as to destroy dramatic possibilities ;

would a large and highly religious womanly figure have
been < ss would one already exhausted by homage
to propriety and custom.

ihaFu_jmrJ0fJj young rr^8 **11^*. living but

?! nil f'Si? \vh.V is nrnrost ..'. h.ui'.i, LL.

whole strength, that is, to devote all In

nearest her i otherwise, cruel with in<lificreiu~carele*snes, but

only because no notion of the rights of others, of '

strangers,'
has ever been presented to her ; capable as a child of nature is, of

stealing on behalf of her own dear ones, but not capable as an
artificialized nature is, of stealing from them in order to gratify her

private vanity before strangers with what she has thus stolen ;

gentle to those nearest her, but not to others or to herself;
an uneducated girl, who never had a mother ; one who, as a

daughter and a growing girl, had to get what poor little exchange
of thought she could in the maids' room ; a wife who is obli-r-l

to choose as her confidential friend her husband's friend, and not
her husband himself; a beautiful, attractive young woman, who
feels she is independent, placed in the high position of

of a house, but who, none the less, has come to tricking her

husband, by lie after lie in daily life ; half-consciously longing,
and waiting outside in the darkness, for some change which is to

come suddenly,
' the miracle.' she does not exactly know what ;

but its effect is to be that the activity of her soul and her hus-
band's are no longer to be allowed to go different ways; that

what skf tries, what tfu accomplishes, what shi sacrifices is to

be reckoned as human, like his. The poet must find all these

elements, like mines ready laid, in the woman's character, upon
which the existence of the home is based. No one of them must
fail him, when the match is put to the train, if the Doll's House
b to be blown to unrecognizable pieces before our eyes.

-

precisely
all this. The poet has now what he wants ;

it is as in real life : the persons of the action have no notion
what they are about, until the moment of parting.
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all it falling to piece*. and no a moment touner. they
tee by A sudden ah. ho been gradual

turned her best deeds into fault%.

ti DOC the tame person in her

cooduding scene with lleimer M the b throughout the play.
dmndfavntt

,-.. ,'. I! .-:: .. '., ,..': .-...., ......
| |

-

00 himself ; and her calm at the end i to touching. because th
.tor know* what llelmcr neither know, oor believe*, that

the was really ready m the necet%ity of

taking the blame on himaelf. For the mean* it in perfect good
few minute* the will jump into ' the cold black I

i doe* not, however, prevent her. with her chil

ttcceeding. ami her
; rtg hcrtelftalet

(such a* of the old gentleman who wa to leave her hb property ).

having aome hope that the water might DOC b* cold, or not
-..:-. . ..

-

:. ;:.' .

.

1 *|j i
, ; threaten Po, even in ih - last u '. m M b BMI

reanlve to die, the b DO! acting ai one fully awake, reapoi^
and coOTCk*, She b all this for the nnt time, at the moment
he break* away from Helroer and go ^ the old N

only it it Nora on her moat aeriooi i
-
young an

: tenced woman whu. a rech gives
her the experience which pots an end to her youth, cannot help

iKiuodleaJy she once believed in :

The tame objection b urged by those who say, that she utten
a miMiU-r of incontestable truth*, or, at her enemies describe it.

KCS a
speech

'

at the end and '

preaches the doctrine of the

futui true, would prove her to be another Nora.
ie really speaks as she always has spoken, without any cal-

culation whatever. It b but the outburst of human nature's own
consciousness of itself, but it hat been so very recently awakened

moment when she finally
discovered the thing, whose pa horn her .

became dear to me that I had been living here all these years,
with a strange man, and had borne him three children. Oh : I

cannot bear t*> think of it ! I could tear myself in piece* !
"

Till then, the had never guessed, that her husband's Oriental

view of life's task as
adjusted

to the two sexes had been a serious

which had reduced her to a mere Thing, day after day the

dearest thing in all the world, but not a human being, not hb
l-ccr. The moment she not only guested this, but knew it with
the most deadly cold certainty, every spark of womanly instinct
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told her, in that second, all that can ever be taught or known
abot)

Nora hetielf is the Chorus to all the previous action, tl

the general truths the nmlly nttcts; hi: sely because she

only gets to know them at the very moment she utters them. It

M on such occasions as this, that people do speak, unless

feeling chokes their words.

Noia's being able to speak harmonizes with her whole self.

Helmer has always been mistaken in his notion that she was
' weak '

; it was part of his false theory of a wife

strong than not, as appeais in all her doings. And if

ml come to act more, the same thing will cause surprise in

countless cases. is most often, nothing hut destroyed

power of thinking and doing. It is because her character is so

capable of strong devotion that she can go away, when she

she would do harm by staying ; and can speak out all the hard

new truths, feeling as she does, that she is no more fit to stay and
educate him into them, than he is to educate her.

people shoot beside the mark, too, when
they

will not see

abject
of Nora as one of universal human

application,
when

they think that Ibsen wanted to make Helmer hateful. \Yhat

Ibsen wanted to make hateful, and what he has made hate!

Helmer's false view of half humanity, a view that still is the

view of life which most men h<>l<l, and which makes it possible
for a man to be every inch a gentleman, without being for that

reason a human being ; to Ixrlieve he loves a woman, and at the

same time think he can be Will and Conscience for her ;
which

makes it possible for a woman to call these habits of thought in

men Chivalry, and exercise every quality of her inner and outward

being, only to secure the small triumphs of an odalisk ; while at

the same time she believes herself a pure-hearted woman, believes

that she loves, believes that she really lives.

It is this social pest, this expression of what is iinnatui.il. thit

Ibsen bates. For it is unnatural, standing as it does side by side

such a highly-developed notion of individuality as that now
current in society. And Ibsen hates this, not because he delights
to hate, but because, as a

poet,
he loves individuality wiih all

his heart, and womanly individuality above all, as the friendly,

dawning promise for all our retarded human development, as the

most piomising side in the gospel of Man, as the daylight side of

the future.

FRANCES LORD.
London, November, 1882.



NORA.
(A DOLL'S HOUSE.)

PERSONS IN THE PLAY.

Hi : MI K (.1 ./:/."/...

NORA (his wife).

DOCTOK
MRS. Li MIEN.

KKOGSTAD (a business man).

I H ELMERS' three Unit CHILDREN.

MARY ANN (their nurse).

A Maidservant at the Helmers*.

A Porter.

(The action takes place at the Helmers* house,)

ACT I

A roomfurnished comfortably and tastefully, but

not

(To the > door leads to the Hall ; to the left,

another door in the background, to Helmer's study.

Between the two dot > noforte.

the middle of the left wall, a door^ and some-

what nearer the fr< ir the window
',

a round table with an arm-chair and a small

':/ 'ii//, somewhat to the back, a door. In

\ toe same watt, more fvnvard, a store of porcelain ;



NORA,

fy iV, a couple of arm-chain and a rt><

Between the slave and the side door, a small table.

Engravings on th* walls. An diagere with china

and other small curiosities. A small book-case of

showily-bound books. Carpet. A fire burns in the

stove. It is winter.)

(The Ml rings in the hall outside. Presently, the hall

door is heard opened. Nora walks into the room,

humming contentedly. She is in walking dre^

has seivral parcels in her arms, which she /</

the right-hand table. She leaves the door into the

hall open behind her, and a Porter is seen standing

outside, carrying a Christmas tree and a basket ; he

gives these to the Maidservant, who opened the door.)

NORA. Be sure you hide the Christmas tree most

carefully, Ellen ; so that the children don't catch sight

of it, on any account, before this evening, when it is

dressed and lit (71? the Porter, taking out her purse.)

How much ?

PORTER. Sixpence, if you please, ma'am.

NORA. There is a shilling . . . No, keep the change.

(The Porter thanks her and goes. Nora shuts (he

door. She continues smiling with quiet contentment,

while she is taking off her walking things. Then she

takes a box of maccaroons from her pocket, and eats

some. As she does so, she steps cautiously to her hus-

band's door and listens.) Yes; he is at home. (She

begins humming again, walking to the right-hand table.)

MKK (/// his room). Is that my lark, who is

twittering outside there?
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v (bitty letting torn* t>J ktr fartth). Yes,

M*K. It it the Itttlc Mjutrrcl running about ?

NORA. ^

K. When did it get home?
v. Just this minute. * //:.:> thi box ofmauarooni

in ktr f*\k<t, and wifu ktr msutk.) Con.c in I.

Torvald, and see what 1 have bought
MER. I can't be interrupted now. (A liltIt later

ki optns tkt door and looks in, fern im hand.} Bought/

you lay? What ! all that heap of things? Has

my little spendthrift bird been wasting more

money?
NORA. But, Torvald, we really can be a little less

strict now. It is positively the first Christmas we

obliged to pinch.

MLR. Yes; but I'll tell you what : we mustn't

money, cither.

NORA. Oh, yes ! Torvald, we may venture to spend
a little already, mayn't we? just a ver\ ttle.

You ly got a capital position, and you'll be

earning ever so much mon

MER. Yes, from New Year's Day. But there is

a whole quarter before my next salary is due.

NORA. Never mind ; we can borrow for that little

MER. Nora! (//< s/s/>s towards fur and takts

ktr playfully by tht far.) Is that light-mindedness of

yours coming out again ? Supposing that I borrowed

jK)unds to-day, and you spent it during Christmas

1 >ay a tile blew off the

roof and struck my head, and I were



NORA (stopping his mouth). Stuff I How can you

say such horrid things !

HKLMKR. But, suppose anything of the kin<;

to happen. What then?

NORA. If such a misfortune were to happen, I should

not care whether I had debts or whether I hadn't.

H ELMER. But what about the people I had borrowed

from?

NORA. Those people 1 Who would trouble about

them ? They would be strangers, of course.

HELMER. Nora, Nora I you are a mere baby,

seriously, Nora, you know my way of thinking about

such matters. No debts ! Never borrow ! Home
life ceases to be free and beautiful, directly its founda-

tions are Borrowing and Debts. We two have held

out bravely till now, and we will do so, for the little

time now remaining.

NORA (going to the fireplace). Ye s. Just as you

like, Torvald.

MER (following her). Come, come
; my lark

must not let her wings droop immediately . . . What I

is the squirrel making wry faces ? ( Takes out his purse.)

Nora, what do you think I've got here ?

NORA (turning round quickly). Money !

MER. There! (Gives her some notes.) By Jove !

don't I know that all sorts of things are wanted at

Christmas ?

NORA (counting). Ten, twenty, thirty, forty. Oh!
thank you, thank you, Torvald. This will help me on

for a long while to come.

Hi i. MI. K. That is just what it must do.
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NORA. Yes, indeed, it will Hut now you mutt

come, too, and see all I have been buying. And o

cheap ! Look, here is a new suit for Ivar, and a little

sword as wcl re a little hone and a trumpet
for Bob. And here are a doll and a cradle for Emmy.
They are only common ;

but the would be sure to

pull them all to pieces directly. And here I've got
dresses and handkerchiefs for Ellen and Mary Ann.

v I ought to have got something better for Mary
Ann.

Hi < that, in the other parcel ?

NORA (crying out). No, Ton-aid, you're not to see

cforc this evening.

HELMER. Oh! ah. But now tell me, you little

1 thrift, what you have got for yourself.

NORA. Never mind me, I don't want anything for

If.

MER. But I am sure you do. Just tell me

ling sensible you would like to have,

NORA. No; I really know of nothing . . . Yea;

listen, Ton-aid.

ell?

NORA (/. 'h his coat buttons^ without looking

him in tht / >u want to give me something,

you might, you know, you might

1, well? Outwit!

NORA (y \ >u mi^ht give me the money,
Torvald. Only just as much as you think you can

spare ; then I will buy myself something with it,

on.

I.MER. But, Nora .
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NORA. Oh, please do, dear Torvald, I beg ami im-

plore you. Then I would hang the money in lovely

gilt paper, on the Christmas tree. Wouldn't that be

funny ?

HELMER. What do people call the bird who always

spends everything ?

NORA. Yes, I know : a spendthrift, of course. But

please do what I ask you, Torvald. Then I shall

have time to think what I most want. Is not that very

sensible ? Come !

. Certainly ;
that is to say, it would

be if you really kept the money I gave you, and really

bought yourself something with it. But it all goes in

housekeeping, and for all sorts of useless things, and

then I have to find more.

NORA. But, Torvald . . .

HELMER. Can you deny it, Nora dear? (He puts

his arm round htr.) My lark is the dearest little thing

in the world
;

but she needs a very great deal of

money. No one would believe how expensive such a

little bird is for her husband to keep.

NORA. Rubbish ! how can you talk so ? I am sure

I am as careful as I can be.

HELMER (smiling). Very true, as careful as you
can be. But you can't be careful at all.

NORA (hums and smiles in quiet satisfaction}.

Hm m. You should just knoxv, Torvald, what

expenses we larks and squirrels have.

HELMER. What an odd little woman you are ! Just

like your father always eager to get hold of money.
Jiut the moment you have it, it seems to slip through
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^ers somehow; you never know how you

got Well, one must take you ai you are.

It'i in the blood. Yes, my dear Nora, you may
say what you please, but things of that sort are

inheritable.

NORA. Ah ! there are many things I wish I had

inherited from father.

1 I couldn't wish you to be anything

exactly what you are my own, sweet, little lark.

it strikes me ... you look so, so

what shall I call it ? to-day ... as if you were hiding

something.

NORA. Do I ?

HELHER. Yes, really. Look me full in the face.

NORA (looking at him). Well ?

MER (threatening with his finger). That little

!i, which is so fond of sugar-plums, has never

been eating any quantity of them, in the town,

sure!

NORA. No ! How can you think anything of the

kind about me ?

MER. Didn't the dainty-loving little person just

steal off to the confectioner's ?

NORA. No, I assure you, Torvald .

HM.MKR. Not to taste a few sweetmeats?

NORA. No ; most certainly not.

MER. Not so much as to nibble a maccaroon

or two ?

NORA. No, Torvald, I really do assure you. .

MER. Well, well, well ; of course I'm only

joking.
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NORA (goes to tht r/V/// //,,- 1 should not

think of doing what you disapprove of.

MER. I know, dear; and you have given me

your word. (Steps to her.} No; keep your little

Christmas secrets all to yourself, Nora dear. I have

no doubt they will come to light this evening, when

the Christmas tree is lit.

NORA. Have you remembered to invite Doctor

Rank ?

MER. No. But that is not necessary ;
it is an

understood thing, that he dines with us. Beside I

shall tell him, when he looks in to-day. I have ordered

some capital wine. Nora, you cannot think how I

look forward to this evening !

NORA. So do I. And how happy the children will

be, Torvald !

HKLMKR. Oh 1 it really is glorious to know, that

one has got a safe and assured position, and has

ample means. Isn't the consciousness of it a great

enjoyment ?

NORA. Oh ! it is a miracle.

MER. Do you recollect last Christmas? Three

whole weeks beforehand, you used to shut yourself up
till long past midnight, in order to make flowers to

trim the Christmas tree, and get ready all the other

magnificent things to surprise us with. It was the

most wearisome time I ever lived through.

NORA. It did not weary me at all.

HELMER (smiling). We did not see much for your

pains.

NORA. Oh! will you never leave off teasing me
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about that I How could 1 help it, if the cat did get

in and tear everything I had made to pieces ?

ink. To be sure, you couldn't help it, my poor
little Nora. You set to work to prepare us a '

i the best will in the world, and that is the chief

matt '.hclcss, it is a good thing, that

hard times are o\

NORA. Yes, it is exactly like a mira

MER. Now I sit here all by myself,

getting more bored every minute ; and you needn't

torment your blessed eyes and your delicate i

;<; far hiinJt). It is really tru<

it. Ton. i we needn't do it any more? Oh!
how splendid ! (Tttkft Ms arm.) And now I will tell

you, Torvald, how it has been striking me we ought to

arrange matters. . tly Christmas is

( The ha/Moor Ml rings.) Oh, there's a ring ! (Sh<

thf room a titt/f.) That is somebody come to

call. How ve\

MF.R. I am 'not at home' to callers. Don't

forget tl

n tht doorwn :.i). A strange lady

wishes to see you, ma'am.

NORA. Show her in.

ELLEN (to Helmer). And the Doctor came at the

same time, sir.

1 he go straight into my study ?

Ves, sir. (Helmer gots into his stnJ\.

thoii in /rrr/.' 'nt
t
ant/ shuts

tkt door behind h<r.\



to NORA.

\DBN (sorrowful and a little doubtful of a

wekome). How do you do, Nor

NORA (underlain who she is). How do you do ?

MRS. LINDEN. I dare say you do not know me

NORA. No, I really. . . oh, yes I think . . . (Break-
. What ! Christina ! Is it really you ?

N-DEN. Yes ; it is I indeed.

NORA. Christina ! and to think I did not recognize

you ! But how could I even (More softly) How
altered you are, Christina !

I.INHKN. Why ! of course I am, in nine or ten

long years.

NORA. Is it so long since we met ? Yes, it posi-

tively is. Oh ! the last eight years have been a happy

time, I can tell you. And now you have come to

town ? all this long journey in mid-winter ! That was

brave of you.

MRS. LINDEN. I arrived by the steamer this

morning.
NORA. In order to have some fun at Christmns

time, to be sure. Oh, how delightful that i

fun we certainly will have. But take your things off.

Aren't you frozen ? (Helps her to take her things off.)

There ! now we will sit down here cosily by the fire.

No ; in that arm-chair
;

I will sit here in the rocking-
chair. (Takes her hands.) Yes, now you are showing
me your dear old face again. It was only the first

moment I saw you. ... But you are a little paler,

Christina, and perhaps a shade thinner, too.

MRS. LINDEN. And much, much older, Nora.
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NORA. Yet, perhapt a little older, too a little wee

not much. (SM* nnUimfy > >mfy.) Oh I

what a thoughtlesa creature I am ! Here I sit chat-

ig on, and Dear, good Christina, can you forgive

MRS. LINDEN. What do you mean, Nora?

NORA (softfy). Poor Christina ! you are a widow.

MRS. LINDEN. Yes; three years ago.

NORA. Ah ! I was I read it in the news-

paper, you know. Oh, do bcl >tina dc.

often meant to write to you then ; I was always plan-

ning to do it, but something always hindered me.

MRS. LINDEN. I can very well understand that,

Nora dear.

NORA. No, Christina ; it was dreadful of me. Oh,

you poor darling! how much you must have gone

through ! . . . And he really left you nothing in the

world to live upon ?

MRS. LINDEN. No.

NORA. And no children either ?

MRS. LINDEN. No.

NORA. Then really nothing whatever?

MRS. LINDEN. Not even a sorrow or a regret to

waste my heart upon.

NORA (looking at her incredulously). But, my dear

Christina, how is that possible ?

MRS. LlNDEN (smiling sadly and stroking fur hair).

Oh, it happens so sometimes, Nora.

v. So utterly lonel\ >w awfully hard that

must be for you 1 I have three of the dearest children

that ever were. But I can't show them to you
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now; they are out walking with nurse. Howe

now you must tell me your whole story.

MRS. I.ishKN. No, no, I would rather hear

yours.

NORA. No ; you must begin ;
I won't be egot

to-day. To-day I will think only of what concerns

you. But one thing I really must tell you. Do you

know what great good fortune has fallen to our lot in

the last few days?
MRS. I U is it?

NORA. Only think ! My husband has been made

oger of the Joint Stock Bank.

LINDEN. Your husband! Oh, what a piece

of luck I

NORA. Yes ; tremendous, isn't it ? A professional

man's position is so uncertain, especially when he will

not be concerned in any business except what is fit

for a gentleman, and respectable. And naturally,

Torvald would not do any other business ;
and in that

matter I quite agreed with him. Oh ! we are heartily

glad, I can tell you. He will actually enter the Bank

on NJW Year's Day, and then he will have a large

salary, and high percentages on the business done. In

future, we shall be able to live in a very different style

from the way we have lived hitherto, just as we please,

in fact. Oh, Christina, I feel so light and happy . . .

It really is beautiful, isn't it, to have a great deal of

money, and be able to live without anxiety? Now
isn't it ?

MRS. LIN in N. Well
; it cannot but be delightful to

have bare necessaries.
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v. No, not only bare necessaries, but a great

deal of money heaps !

MRS. LINDEN (///
*

you

grown sensible yet? In our school days, you weie a

great spendth
NOK smi/ing). Yes ; Torvald says I am so

still h*rfinger ...' U
not so silly as you all think. Oh ! our ciicumstanccs

really not been such that I could be a spcndti

oth had to work.

M-. I Vou as well?

NORA. Yes, really ; light fancy work : knitting,

crochet, and things of that son (as though throwing it

away) t and also other work. I suppose you know, that

when we married, Torvald quitted the Government

service? He had no prospect of promotion in his

office, and he certainly had to earn more money than

before. I do assure you, that the first year he over-

worked himself quite terribly. You can easily under-

stand, that he was naturally obliged to get all the extra

work he could, and toil from morning till night. It

was too much for him, and he fell dangerously

Then the doctors declared it was necessary for him to

go to the South.

\DEN. Yes; you spent a whole year in

didn't you ?

NORA. We did. It was not an easy matter to arrange,

n assure you. Ivar was only just born then. But

we had to go. Oh, it was a wonderfully delicious

journey ! And it saved Ton-aid's liic. But it to

awful sum of money, Christina.
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tell me that, d

NORA. Three hundred pounds. That's a great

deal, isn't it ?

Hut in such cases it is, after all, a

most fortunate thing to have the money to spend.

NORA. Yes; I ought to tell you I got it from

father.

Ah . I sec. It was just about the

time he died, I think ?

NORA. Yes, Christina, just then. And think what

it was for me not to be able to go to him and r

him ! I was expecting little Ivar's birth daily. And
then I had my Torvald to nurse, who was dangerously
ill too. Dear good father ! I never saw him again,

Christina. Oh ! that is the hardest thing I have had

to bear since I married.

MRS. LINDKN. I know you were devotedly fond of

your father. And then you and your husband started

for Italy?

NORA. Yes
; by that time we had the money ; and

the doctors hurried us off. So we went a month
after.

And your husband returned com-

pletely cured ?

NORA. Sound as a bell.

MRS, LINDEN. But the Doctor?

NORA. What about him ?

MRS. LINDEN. I thought your servant said, that the

gentleman, who came in just when I did, was the

Doctor . .

NORA. Yes, it was Doctor Rank. But he does not
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pay any professional visits h< is our best

d, and comes in to chat with us, at least once

y day. No ; Torvald has not had an hour's illness

Italy. And the children, too, are so

healthy and well, and so am I. (Jumps /// and

her hanJs.) Oh, dear! oh, dear I Christina, it is

cd wonderful!)' <!. lirious to live and be happy I-

Oh, -ally horrible of me ! 1 am talking about

nothing but my own concerns. (Sits dawn upon a

footstool tfast to ktr, and lays Htr arms on Chrittinas

knft.) Oh ! don't be angry with nu Now just

me, is it really true, that you didn't love your
lid you many him, then ?

MRS. LINDEN. My mother was living at that time,

and she was bed-ridden and helpless ;
and then I had

my two younger brothers to provide for. I did not

consider I should be justified in refusing him.

NORA. Oh, yes. I dare say you were right there.

Then he was rich in those days ?

lis! IN Very well off indeed, I believe,

business was not sound, Nora. When he

.t all fell to pieces, and there was nothing

NORA. And t

en I had to try to make my way
Keeping a small shop, a little school, and anything

else I could get The last three years have been for

one long working-day, without a moment's

But now it is over, Nora dear. My poor mother no

longer needs me : she is at rest in her grave. Nor do
the biys need me: they are in business, and can

provide for themselves.
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NORA. How relieved you must feel 1

MRS. LINDEN. No, Nora : only ; My empty.

To have nobody you can devote your life to ! (Stands

/S rfsf/fss.) That is why I could not bear to stay any

longer, in that out-of-the-way little town. It must be

easier to find something here, which really has a claim

upon one and occupies one's thoughts. If I could

but be so fortunate as to get a fixed post, some

office-work.

NORA. But, Christina, that is so terribly tiring

you look so overdone already. It would be far better

for you, if you could go to some cheerful watering-)

for a while.

I. INDEN (going to the window). I have no

father who could give me the money to go, Nora.

NORA (rising). Oh ! don't be vexed with me.

LINDEN (going towards her). Dear Nora, do

not be vexed with me. The worst of a position like

mine is, that it leaves the dregs of so much bitter-

ness in one's mind One has nobody to work for, and

yet one is obliged to be always on the look-out for

chances. Besides, one must live, and so one gets

selfish. When you told me of the happy change in

your circumstances, you'll hardly believe it
; but I

rejoiced more on my own account than on yours.

NORA. How do you mean ? Ah ! I see. You mean

Torvald could do something for you.

I thought so.

NORA. And he shall, too, Christina dear. Just

leave that to me. I shall lead up to it, in the most

delicate manner in the world, and invent something
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win. ii he will thoroughly approve oC Ob I

I should to like to be of some use to you.
i low good of you, Nora, to take

up my cause so zealous! doubly good m
> know so little of the troubles a

01

I know so little of ?

MRS. LINDEN (/*/ lets me! a little fancy-

work, and things of that sort You are a mere baby,

ra.

NORA (fi>ssts ktr ktad and potts the room). I would

not be so pos: were you.

v?

NORA. You are like everybody else. You none of

you think that I could be of any real u

MRS. LINDEN. Come, come, darling

v. that 1 have had my share of difficulties in

> troublesome world.

MRS. LINDEN. Dear Nora, you have just finished

WMng me the whole story of your trials.

jJy-KA. 1 dare say the little ones. (Softty.) The

great) hing
I haven't told you about.

Mis. LINDEN. What great thing ? What do you
mean?

u overlook me so completely, Christina ;

but you ought not to do so. You are proud of having

worked so hard and so long for your mother.

MRS. LINDEN. I am sure I ignore nobody. But it

proud and glad when I think, that it was

ilege to secure my mother the evening-time

of her life tolerably free from care.

o
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NORA. And you are also proud, when you think of

what you did for your brothers.

LINDEN. It seenv I have a right to be

proud of it.

NORA. I quite agree. But now I will tell you

.tiling, Christina: I, too, have something to be

proud and glad about

MRS. Lr 1 ion't doubt it. But what do you
mean?
NORA. Not so loud Suppose Torvald were to

He must not, for anything in the world. Nobody
must get to know it, Christina

; nobody but you.

MRS. LINDEN. What can it be, my dear?

NORA. Come over here. (Draws herdown beside her

on the sofa.) Yes ... I, too, have something to 1 c

proud and glad about It was I who saved Torvald's

life.

MRS. LINDI.N. Saved his life? How saved his

life?

NORA. I told you about our Italian journey. Tor-

vald could not have recovered, unless he had got down

there.

MRS. LINDEN. So I understood, dear
;
and your

father gave you the needful money.

NORA (smiling). Yes ; so Torvald and everybody
else believes ; but . , .

MRS. LINDEN. But . . .

NORA. Father didn't give us one penny. It was I

who found the money.
MRS. LINDEN. You ? The whole of that large

sum?
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NORA. Three hundred pounds. What do you ay
tO I!

y dear Nora, how was it

pos>; some lottery?

I

there lu\

IfRv : ruin ?

v (4tf*u and smiks //.-

. certainly couldn't borrow it.

t?

MRS. LINDEN. Why ! a wife cannot borrow without

her husband*! consent
:

:rvuH'ng her head ba< when the

io has some slight knowledge ess,

a woman, who knows hou out things with a

little wisdom, then

I can't in the least com-

preh
It has never been

I, that I borrowed the haps I g

in another way. (Throws heneljback on the so/a,) I

have got it ir. .in son. :i or another.

n anytKxiy is so distractin-l is I am .

jw I am sure you are intensely curious,

Chris:

>ten to me for a moment.

:i't you been a little ind

upright again). Is it indiscreet to save

, husband's life ?
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M tO me it was indisrre. t, that

you, without his knowledge .

NORA. But he mightn't know anything about it.

Can't you comprehend that? He was not to pi

for a single moment, how danger

II to me the doctors came, and said, that his life

in danger, that nothinj ve him but li

for a time in the South. Don't you suppose I should

1 to manage it in some other ? I

laid before him how nice it would be for me, if I rould

have a journey abroad, like other young married la

pt and prayed; I said he ought to consider my
circumstances : and he might just as well be nice, and

give me my own way ;
and tlun I hit upon the idea,

that he could of course borrow the money. But when

d that, Christina, he got almost angry. He said

I was giddy, and that it was his duty as a husband not

to yield to my tempers and fancies, yes, that was the

word he used, I believe. 'Very well,' I thought;
* but

saved your life must be;' and then I found a way to

do it.

. And did not your husband learn from

your father, that the money was not from him ?

\. No; never. Father died within those few

I, I meant to have let him into my secret and

begged him to tell nothing. But as he was so ill, . .

unhappily it was not necessary.

And have you never since then, taken

your husband into your confidence ?

NORA. Dear i an you be thinking of?

Tell him, when he is so strict on the point of not
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borrowing? And added to that, how painful

.Sil t>c i. . :!i hit man's

know that he owed anything to

It would entirely upset the relation

our beautiful, happy home would never again be what

it is now.

Mk
////, tMJf-smt N later on

perhaps, after many years, whin I have ceased to be

so pretty as I am now. '. laugh at roe.

can, when Torvald is not so fond of me
as he is now ; when he no longer gets any amusement

kipping about, and dressing up and

rather a good plan to have

something in the background. (Breaking off.) What

nonsense ! That time will never come. Now,
do you say to my grand secret, Christina ? Am I not

of some real use >ver, you will believe me
whc :ie affair gave me much anxiety. It cer-

tainly has not been easy for me to meet my en^

ments punctually. You must know, Christina, that in

the world of business, there is something which is called

. interest, and something which is called paying

off by instalu :o so terribly har

'impelled me to pinch a little, here

and there, win-rex er 1 could. I could not lay anything

aside out of the housekeeping money, for of course

Ton-aid had to live we mid I let the children

go about badly dressed. All I received (or that pur-

pose I considered I ought to expend on it The dear,

darling children 1
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enses

had to be restricted ? Poor N>;

NORA. Yes, of course. I w.is tin- person on whom

it bore heaviest. Whenever Ton-aid gave me m
for clothes and similar things, I never used more than

half of it ; I always bought the plainest and cheapest

kinds. I : fortunnt Miits me

to well ; so Torvald never noticed it. But it was often

iristina dear. For it really is very ni<

be beautifully dressed. Now, isn't it ?

MKS. I.INM.N. I should think so, indeed !

NORA. Well, and besides that, I had other sources

of income. Last winter, for instance, I was so lucky
. ::et a heap of copying work to do. Then I used

to shut myself up every evening and write far on into

the night Oh, sometimes I was so tired, so dreadfully

tired. And yet it was intensely amusing, neverthe-

less, to sit working in that way and earn money ;
I

almost felt as if I were a man.

-. But how much have you been able

to pay off in this v,

NORA. Well, now, that I can't precisely say. In

'icss like this, you sec, it is very hard to i.

exact accounts. I only know, that I paid everything

back that I could scrape together. Sometimes I really

didn't know what to do next. (Smites.) Then I i

: do AH here and imagine, that a very rich old

gentleman was in love with me.

-;. What ! Which gentleman ?

NORA. Oh ! a mere story ;
that he was now dead,

tnd that when his will was opened, there stood in
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once ev.

possessed to that charming person, Mrs. Nora

SDEN. But, dear Nora, what gentleman

NORA. Dear, dear, can't you understand ? The old

it was only what I used to

and think, .v. ^aiti, when I positively

1 i on Id get any money from.

t doesn't matter now ; the tiresome old creature

stay wherever he is, for aught I care ; I don't

ad about him, or his will ; for now I am
i from all further ami 'inging */.) Oh,

Christina, the thought of it does one good. Free

from cares ! be able to play

and romp about with the children ; to have things

tasteful and refined in the house, exactly as Tor

likes it all to be ! And think, we shall soon be having

spring, with the glorious blue sky. Perhaps then we
shall be able to have a short outing. Oh ! perhaps I

shall get a peep of the sea again. Oh, yes ! indeed it

ndcrful to live and be happy.

( The ha/Moor Ml rir

M V//i<*). There is a ring. Perha
1

>ettcr be going.

No ; do stay. I am certain nobody will

come in here. It is sure to be somebody to see

ild.

(in the door to the ha//). If you please,

\cre is a gentleman who wishes to speak to

Mr. Hclmer.
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NORA. The Bank Manager, yo
i N. Yes, ma'am, if you please, ma'am ; but I

didn't know, as the Doctor is with him . . .

NORA. Where is the gentleman ?

i (in //if dtwnvay to the half}. It i- I . Mrs.

ner.

Linden is confused, recovers herself> and turns

away to the window.)

NORA (goes a step towards hiw
% excited^ half aloud ).

You ? What does this mean ? What do you want to

speak with my husband about ?

KROGSTAD. Bank business to a certain extent. I

hold a small post in the Joint Stock Bank, and your
husband is now to be our chief, I hear.

NORA. So you wish to speak about . . . ?

KROGSTAD. Only about tiresome business, Mrs.

Helmer; nothing in the world else.

NORA. Then will you be so kind as to take a seat

in his office, over there? (Krogstad goes. She bows

indifferently, while she closes the door into the hall.

Then she walks to the fireplace and looks at the fire.}

MRS. I, INI i\. Nora, who was that man?
NORA. A Mr. Krogstad. He used to be in the

law.

MRS. LINDEN. So it was really he !

NORA. Do you know the man ?

MRS. LINDEN. I used to know him, many years

ago. He was in our town a long time, as government

lawyer.

NORA. Yes
; he was.

MRS. LINDEN. How altered he is !



NORA. He was very unhappily married.

MRS. I \ud is he now a wido*

NORA. With a whole troop of children. There !

now it's burning pruprrly. (Shf iAu/f tht store door,

and pushes the rotk.

\ .I.N. 1 1 c takes up many kinds of business,

people say.

Kjcshe? I dare say. I don't know

But don't let us think of business; it is so tiresome.

nk coma cut o/ llelmcr's room.)

DOCTOR RANK (///// in tke doorway). No, no ; I

won't disturb you. I'll just go and chat to your wife

for a little while. (Shuts th< doorand stes Mrs. Linden.)

Oh, I beg your pardon. I am in the way here, too.

NORA. No, not in the least. (Introduces them.)

n.

K. Oh, indeed, that is a name often heard in

this house. I think I just passed you on the stairs, as

we entered.

MRS. I.r ; I go so very slowly. I can't

bear much going up-stairs.

K. Oh, I see; some slight accident

! t is really due to over-exertion.

K. No worse than that ? Ah ! then you have

come to town, to rest yourself at all the entertainments.

MRS. . I have come here to look for work.

I ask if th.u is an approved remedy for

over-exertion ?

V. One must live, Doctor Rank.

K. Yes, the general view of the matter appears
to be, that it is necessary.
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NORA. Come, Doctor Rank, you yourself want to

I'o be sure I do. However miserable I am,

I should like to continue to be tortured as long as

possible. My patients all cherish the same wish. It

is just the same with people who are morally rotten.

At this very moment, Helmer has got talking to him

Ncly such a moral hospital-inmate as I mean.

M (cute/ting her breath). Ah !

NORA. Whom do you mean ?

>h, it's a fellow called Krogstad, a lawyer,

a man you know nothing whatever about
;

rotten to

the very core of his character. But even he began
the conversation, as though he were going to say

something very important, by saying he must live.

NORA. Indeed ? Then what did he want to talk to

Torvald about ?

K. I really don't know that
;

I only heard, that

it had something to do with the Joint Stock Bank.

NORA. I didn't know that Krog that th

Krogstad had anything to do with the Bank.

E. He has some sort of post there. (To Mrs.

I don't know whether in your part of the

country, too, there are to be found the sort of men
who haunt the place, only to scent out moral rotten-

i thus get some advantageous post or another.

:nay find themselves nicely left outsi

. Well, after all, it is the sick who
most need, that we should open the door and let

them safely in.

K. (shrugging his shoulders). Yes, that is just it.
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it i that very consideration which turns *

into an hospital.

Htr mvn thou^hti, firmAs into halfchoked

Htcr an.:

laughing about ? Do you
know what v

What do I care about stupid 'society '? I

was r siimct:

^ awfully funi -c all

the people employed at the Bank now dependent on

Is that what strikes you as so awfully

fun?

7 hums}. \ .: alone, leave

alon , about tht twm. ) Yes to think that we,

MOW so m nccovcr so many
. does give me enormous satisfaction.

r boxfrom herfofktt.) Doctor Rank, will you
< caroon ?

K r! Maccaroons ! I thought
trabaml here.

Yes ; ... but these are some Christina

I ?

You needn't be so

frigh: ou could: ly know, that TorvaKl

!Jen them. The fact is, he is afraid I might

sjx>il my teeth. 15 it, oh, both -r once! It

won't hurt, will it, Doctor Rank ? (Puts a

into his mouth,} A And I

one at the same time, only a tiny one, or at
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most, two. (WM*abut again.} now

in a state of extraordinary hnp|.; I only

one thing in the world, that I should really like im-

> do.

K\NK. Well, and what's that?

NORA. There's something that I should immensely
like to say, so that Torvald could hear it.

K \NK. And why can't you say it ?

NORA. Oh ! I daren't
; because it sounds so ugly.

I.IM-I s\ Ugly?
K. In that case, I would not advise you to say

it Hut you mi^ht sav it to us, at any rate . . . IMurk

up your courage! What is it that you would like to

say, so that Helmer could hear it . . ?

NORA. I should like to shout with all my heart

Oh ! dash it all.

R \\K. Are you out of your mind ?

MK<. I. INI. is. My dearest No:

RANK. Say it. There he is.

NORA (hides the maccaroon box). Hush-sh-sh.

mcr comes out of his m>///, with his overcoat on his arm
and his hat in his hand.)

NORA (g< >ls him). Well, Torvald dear, and
have you got rid of him ?

HIIMKR. Yes; he's gone at la ?t.

NORA. May I introduce you ? this is Christina,

who has come to town.

MER. Christina? Pardon me, but I don't

know . . .

NORA. Mrs. Linden, Torvald dear -Christina Lin-

den.



indeed ! You are an early friend of

, I date say.

MRS. LINDEN. Yes; we knew each other in old

I::. .

v. And now, only has taken this

long journey, in order to speak to you.

not actually .

clever

ng-housc U'-in with ; and then she

has such a great wish to work under a r<

: to learn even more than site knows

a Ire. i

Ih t.Mi k. Very sensible H

\. And when she heard you were made Bank

.iRcr, the news came by telegram, she sta

off and came here as fast as she could ; and, Ton-aid

.ike, you can do something for Chris:

i ?

:i K. It might not be impossible. I conclude

you ] >w?

M i Yet.

:id have already had some experience
in office-work ?

S to some extent.

I, then, it is highly probable I can

fiml a niche lor you.

NORA (r/i//// s
' h<r hands}. There now ! there

now !

You have just come at a lucky moment
den.
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MK ;. Oh ! how can I thank you enough?
MF.R. There is no oc< 'its his

overcoat on.) Hut to-day you must c\<

K\\K. W.iit ; I'll go with s his fur-
/ coatfrom the hall and warms it at ttie fire.)

NORA. Don't be out long, dear Torvald.

;i k. ( )nly an hour
;
not longer.

NORA. Are you going also, Christ i:

. ( putting on her walking thi

I nr.ist be off now and look for lodgings.

IKK. Then perhaps we can go down the street

together.

NORA (helping her). How vexatious that we should

have no spare room to offer you ;
but it really is quite

impossible.

\. What are you dreaming about?

Good-bye, dear Nora, and thank you for all your
kindness.

NORA. Good-bye for a little while. Of course you'll

come back this evening. And you too, Doctor Rank.

What? if you feel well enough? Of course you will.

Only be sure you w.ap up warmly. (They go out ialk-

nto th( hall. Children's voices are heard outside on

the doorsteps.) There they are ! there they are ! (She
runs to the door and opens it. Mary Ann, the nurse,

comes in with the children.)

NORA. Come in ! come in ! (Bends down and kisses

the children.) Oh ! you sweet, blessed ... Do you
ce them. Christina? Aren't they darlings ?

R \NK. Don't let's stand here in the draught, talking

folly.
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MKR. Cone, V M ; (wople who tre not

mot any

v Ann f ///<-/* /A/ n*ww nvM the *//

ind she shuts the J

11 >w : < , ! . rry you look ! And what

rosy like apples and roses. <

(hildrtn talk all at on. 'he ft>Mou>:

: so you have been having great fun ?

iplcmlul. oh, really! you have been K

and Bob a ride on your sledge. What ! both at 01

Dea: --.I arc ijuite a nun, har. ( >h, ^;v</

to me a little, Mary Ann. My sweet little dolly Baby!
fs tkt smallest from tht nurse, and danxs it i//

anJ i/t>:t'M.) Yes, yes, mother \\ill dance with Bob,

too. What ! did you have a game of snow-balls, as

well? Oh I I ought to have U-en there. No, leave

them, Mary Ann
;

I will take their things off myself,

.ct me do it ; it is so amusing. Go to the

nursery for a while
; you look so fro/en. Tin-re is

some hot coffee for you, on the stove. (The //

goes to the room on the /eft. Nora takes off the children's

thingsi and throws them down anyhow; while she lets

the (htldxn talk to eash other and to h

\\ there was a big dog, who ran after you ?

sure lie didn't bite you? No; dogs don't bite

dear dolly little children. Don't peep into those

parcels, Ivar. You want to know what that is? Yes,

oj-e the only people who shall know. Oh, no, no,

that is not behaving prettily. What ! must we :

a game ? What shall it be, the:: ? Hide and seek ?
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Yes, let us play hide and seek. Bob shall hide

Am I to ? Very well
;

I will hide first.

(She and the children play, with laughing and shouting

in the room and the adjacent one to the right. At /ast,

Nora hides under the table ; the children come rusha

to lookfor her, but cannotfind htr ; hear her halfchoked

hter : rush to the table ; lift up the cover, and see

Shouts of joy. She creeps out, as though to

:ten them. Fresh shouts. Meanwhile there has

been a knock at the hall door. No one has noticed it.

Now the door is half opened, and Krogstad is seen. He
a little ; the game is continued.")

KROGSTAD. Excuse me, Mrs. Helmer

NORA (with a suppressed cry, turns round and halj

jumps up). Oh ! what do you want?

KROGSTAD. Excuse me; the inner hall door was

ajar ; somebody must have forgotten to shut it.

NORA (standing up). My husband is not at home,
Mr. Krogstad.

KROGSTAD. I know it.

NORA. Indeed ! Then what do you want here?

KROGSTAD. To say a few words to you.

NORA. To me? (To the children softly.} Go in

to the nursery to Mary Ann. What, dear? No,
the strange man won't hurt Mamma. When he

is gone, we will go on playing. (She leads the

children into the left-hand room and shuts the door

behind them.)

NORA (uneasy, in an.\i<-t\). It was with me you
wished to speak ?

KROGSTAD. Yes.



not the liril day of the

met.

No; to-day U Christina

depend upon yourself how far you enjoy your
is.

NOK \ \\ lut do you really want of me ? I certainly

can't to-day

A'e won't discus* that just at present.

about another matter. You have a minute to

spare?
NORA. Oh, yes, certainly ; I have that, although

uood. I was sitting over the

the Restaurant, and I saw your husband cross the

. well?

KRCX;STAI. With a lady.

NOR *. And what then ?

M the lady was a <

Kk(x;si mst arrived?

NOK morning.
: >. I suppose she is an intimate friend of

yours ?

Nok But I don't undcrstan

.STAD. I used to know her, too.

NORA. I know you <!

Then you know all about it.

I thought as much. Now, may I ask plainly and

.vhcther Mrs. I to have some post m
the Bank?

D
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'

NORA. How can you allow yourself to catechize me
in this way you, a subordinate official of my hus-

band's? But since you have asked, you shall know

Yes, Mrs. Linden is to be employed at the Bank. And

it is I who spoke for her, Mr. Krogstad. Now you
know.

KROGSTAD. Then my inference was right.

NORA (walking up and down). Oh ! I should ima-

gine one always has a little wee bit of influence. It

doesn't follow, that because one is only a woman, that

. . . When one is in a dependent position, Mr. Krog-

stad, one ought to take the greatest care not to offend

anybody who hm
KROGSTAD. Who has influence ?

NORA. Yes ; just so.

KROGSTAD (taking another font). Mrs. Helmer. will

you have the kindness to employ your influence in my
favour ?

\. What ? How do you mean ?

KROGSTAD. Will you be so obliging as to take rare,

that I retain my dependent position at the Bank ?

NORA. What is all this about ? Who wants to take

your post away ?

KROGSTAD. Oh, you needn't pretend ignorance

towards me. I can very well comprehend, that it

cannot be pleasant for your friend to expose herself

to constant collision with me; and I can also

comprehend now, whom I have to thank for my
dismissal.

NORA. But I assure you ...

KROGSTAD. Oh, yes ; make no bones about it : there
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M ,
ami 1 advise you to use your influenc

NORA. 1: Krogstad, I have absolutely no

infliu:

one ? It seems to roe you were saying

just now yourself

NORA. Of course you were not to understand me in

that NCHM I I! >,\ .
, i iik I should have

influence as that over my husba:

;STAD. Oh, I've known your husband since our

i.uv I don't think he is firmer than other

hmbtndi ue
NORA. If you talk disparagingly of my husband, I

request you to go.

.STAO. You are very courageous, my dear

NORA. I am no longer afraid of you. When New
Year's Day is over, I shall soon be out of the whole

difficulty.

\ i) (tontrol/img himself more). Now just

to n If needs be, I shall fight as

though it were for my life, in order to keep my small

post in the Bank.

NORA. Yes ; it really looks as if you would.

KROCSTAD. It is not only on account of the pay ;

that is the part of it which matters to me least But it

is something else. Well, I suppose I'd better make a

dean breast of it. Look here
;

it's this. Of course

you know just what everybody else knows, that many
: * ago, I once got into trouble.

\. I think I heard something of the
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from that moment, all paths were, . .irri-

caded to me. Then I threw myself into the kind of

business which you know about. I was obliged to

snatch at something; anil I may say this much : 1

wasn't the worst of thj men in that line. But no\v I

ought to clear out of all business of that sort. My
sons are growing up ;

on their account, I must try to

win back as much respectability as I possibly can. In

that direction, this post at the Hank was the

of the stairway. And now your husband wants to kick

me off the step and back into the mire.

NORA. But I do assure you, Mr. Krogstad, it is

really not in my power to help you.

KROGSTAD. That is because you will not
;

but I

have the means of compelling you to help me.

NORA. You don't intend to tell my husband, that 1

owe you money ?

KROGSTAD. Hm. Suppose I were to tell him?

NORA. It would be scandalous of you. (Choking
with suppressed tears) This secret, which is my joy

and my pride, that he should learn it in such a vulgar,

blunt way ;
from you ! You want to put me to the

most terrible annoyance.

KROGSTAD. Only annoyance ?

\ (hot/y). Hut just do it
;
the consequences will

be worse for you than anybody else
;

for then my
husband will see clearly what a bad man you are, and

then you certainly will not keep your post.

KROGSTAD. I asked if it were only domestic un-

pleasantness that you were afraid of ?
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utband gets to know about it, he

will of course pay the rest without delay ; and then

we shall have nothing more to do *

KK.H.SI AD (JA/ \ut ntarcr). Listen, Mrs.

tnory, or

< lon't know much about business. I must get you
to go more deeply into the

How will you
KRO*;SIAI>. When your husband was ill, you came

c to borrow ^300 of me.

NORA. I knew nobody else.

Kk*;srAi>. I promised to find you the money.
NORA. And you did fin

KROGSTAD. I promised to find you the money, under

;n com! . ou were just then so ex<

about your husband's illness, and so anxious to get
. of the money for your journey, that I think you

took no heed of all the attendant circumstances. It

re, not out of order for me to remind you of

them. Now, I promised to find yoa the money, in

tinge for an acknowledgment, which I drew up.

NORA. Yes, and I signed it.

;STAD. Very well. But then I added a few

lines, whereby your father became security for the

debt. Your father was to sign t

Vas to ? He did sign.

.si-AH. I had left the date blank : that is to say,

father was to insert the date on which he signed

the document. Do you recollect this, Mrs. Helmer?
I believe

\i>. Thereupon I gave you theackno
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ment, that you might send it to your father. Was not

that so?

No:

And of course you did so without

delay; for within five or six days, you brought me

back the acknowledgment duly signed by your father.

Then you received from me the sum promised.

NORA. Well, to be sure
;
have I not paid it back

punctually ?

KRO.<IAI. Very fairly; yes. But let us return to

the matter we were speaking of. You were in great

trouble at the time, Mrs. Helmer.

NORA. I was indeed.

KROGSTAD. Your father, too, was very seriously ill.

I believe.

NORA. He was on his death-bed.

KROT.STAD. And died soon after?

NORA. ^

KROGSTAD. Now, just tell me, Mrs. Helmer, whether

by any chance you happen to recollect which day he

died, which day of the month, I mean.

NORA. Father died on the twenty-ninth of Sep-

tember.

KROGSTAD. Quite correct
;

I have made incpiries

about it. And therefore there is a peculiarity which

I cannot explain. (Takes a paperfrom his pocket.)

NORA. What peculiarity? I do not know . . .

KROGSTAD. The peculiarity, dear Mrs. Helmer, is,

that your father signed this acknowledgment three

days after his death.

NORA. What ? I don't understand.
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KROGSTAD. Your father died on the twenty-ninth

of September. But just look here. Here your father

has dated his signature 'Octo .-nd.' I

that peculiar, Mrs. Hclmcr ? Can

you explain that tome? (Nora continues siUnt.} It

is also striking, that the words * October the 2nd'

and the year are not in your father's handwriting,

in one which I believe I know. Now this may be

v supposing, that your father forgot to

date it, and that somebody added the date by guess

work, before the fact of his death was known,

re is nothing improper in that proceeding. But it

is the signature of his name that my question relates

to. And is it genuine, Mrs. Helmcr ? Was it r

your father, who with his own hand, set his name here ?

NORA (after a short silence throws her head batk and

looks defanth at kirn). No, it is not
;

it is I, who

wrote papa's name there.

KKOGSTAD. And are you aware, moreover, that that

is a dangerous admission ?

NOR \. Why ? You will soon get your money.
.STAD. May I be permitted one more question :

you not send the docum.-nt to your father?

NORA. It was impossible. Father was then danger-
v ill. If I had asked him for his signature, I

should also have had to tell him what I wanted the

money for. Hut in his condition, I really could not

tell him, that my husband's life hung by a thread. It

was quite impossible.

.STAD. Then it would have been better for you
to give up the journey abroad.
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NORA. That was impos-il.le, too. My husband's

life depended on that journey. I could not give it up

KKOGSTAD. But did you not consider, then, that it

was a fraud on i

NOR*. I could not take any heed of that. I did

not care in the least about you. I could not endure

you, on account of all the hard-hearted difficulties you

made, although you knew what danger my husband

m.

KROGSTAD. Mrs. Helmer, you have evidently no

; idea what you have been really guilty of. But I

.issure you it was nothing different from this, nor

worse than this, that I once did, and that destroyed

my entire position in society.

NORA. You ? Do you want to make me believe,

i'iat you ever undertook to do anything courageous, in

order to save your wife's life ?

KROGSTAD. The laws do not inquire into motives.

NORA. Then we must have very bad laws.

KROGSTAD. Bad, or not bad, if I lay this docu-

ment before a court of law, you will be judged accord-

ing to the laws.

NORA. That I do not in the least believe. Do you
mean to tell me, that a daughter has not the right to

spare her old father, on his death-bed, care and worry ?

Do you mean to say, that a wife has not the right to

save her husband's life ? I don't know the law pre-

cisely, but I am convinced, that somewhere or another,

the law must contain leave for me to have done such

things. And you don't know it? you, a lawyer!
You must be a bad lawyer, Mr. Krogstad.
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Kk. M.V . .t business such buuncss

asoun here you believe that 1 do understand? \

w, do as you please. But this I do say to

you I am turned out ol' roe,

you shall keep me coropai . . bows and goti out

through the ha//.)

\'hile thinking; then she throws htr

head ba, \ am
not so simple a* that. (/V S-//" fitting the children's

clothes ; soon faxs< : that is quite

irapossibi

: (iiii; Joor\ Mamma, the

>ge man is gone now.

KA. Yes, yes ; I know. But don't tell any one

about the strange man. Do you hear? Not <.

papa,

No, mamma; but now will you

play with us again ?

No i -10
;
not now.

LI CHU.DKHX. Oh, do, mamma. You did

prom
NORA. Yes; but I can't just nuw. Run to the

nursery ; I have so much to da Run along, run

along, my dear, good children. (Cautiously she .

p<U thim to go into the inntr room, and shuts the door

behind th

NORA (throws herself on the sofa% takes a fiffe of

e*r/ >
'.itches, but toon pat<

( Throws thf embroidery d*nvn % stands up, goes to the door

towards the hall, and call bring in the

':e left-hand table and ofens
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the drawtr ; stands again, thoughtful.) No ; but that

v impossible.
i with the Christmas-tree}. Where shall I place

it, if you please, ma'am ?

NORA. There, in the middle of the room.

Sh.ill I bring in anything else?

NORA. No, thank you ;
I have what I want.

(Kllen, who has put down the tree, goes out again.)

>RA (busy dressing the tree). There must be a

candle here, and some flowers there. The horrid

man ! Nonsense, nonsense; there is nothing wrong
in it. ... The Christmas-tree shall be beautiful. 1

will do everything that gives you pleasure, Torvald
;

I

will sing, and dance, and . . .

(Helmer enters from out of doors, with a bundle of

documents under his arm.)

NORA. Oh 1 are you back already ?

Hi i MKR. Yes. Has anybody been here?

NORA. Here? No.

HELMER. Curious ! I saw Krogstad come out of

the house.

NORA. Did you ? Oh, yes, it is true he was here

for a minute.

HELMER. Nora, I can see from your manner he has

been here, and asked you to put in a good word for

him.

NORA. Yes.

MER. And you were to do it as of your own

accord ? You were to say nothing to me of his having

been here. Did he not ask that it should be so?

NORA. Yes, Ton-aid ; but
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MKR. Norm, Nora ! and you could be induced

to d to allow yourself to be drawn into ulk

man, ami :n a promise about it.

tiutli about it into the bargain I

nitruth?

n't you say nobody had been here?

(Threatens with.his fingtr.) My lark n. r do

that again. A si I roust have a clean 1

s to sing w - 4 false notes. ( Puts his

arm round fur.) That's true, isn't it ? Yes, I knew

now we'll say no more about it.

Oh, how comfortable and

here. ((> -f<> his documents.)

NORA (busy with the tree, after a short silence).

Ton-aid.

HKLMUL Yet.

NORA. I am so excessively delighted over the

Stenborgs* costume ball, the da\ morrow.

IKR. And I am so excessively curious to see

what you will surprise me with.

NORA. Oh ! that's the tiresome part of it.

How do you mean?
NORA. I c.m't find anything to suit me. Everything

seems so silly and meaningless.

my little Nora arrived at that opinion?
NORA (bthind his chair, with htr arms on the

Are you vc iM?

:i?

No apers are those?

Papers concerning the Dank.

NORA. Alrea
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MKR. I got the retiring auiho.ities to gi\

full power bcforeh the necessary ch LO

in thestafTand method of working. This is what 1

must spend my Christmas week in arranging.

New Year's Day, I will have everything in order.

NORA. Then this is why that poor Krogstad . . .

H m . . .

NORA (continues leaning aver the chair, strokes his

hair sfavty). If your work were not so pressing, I

should ask you a great, great favour, Torvald.

HELMER. Let's hear it. What can it be?

NORA, Nobody has such refined taste as you have.

Now 1 should so love to look well at the costume ball.

Torvald, dear, couldn't you take me in hand and settle

what character I am to appear in, and how my costume

ought to be arranged ?

Hi.i.Mi-.k. Is that obstinate little head of yours tired

out at last, and looking about for somebody to save it

from destruction ?

NORA. Yes, Torvald. Without you, I am utterly

helpless.

HELMI.K. Well, well
;

I'll think it over; we shall be

sure to hit upon something together.

NORA. Oh, how kind and good that is of you ! (Goes
to the tree again ; pause.) How pretty the red flowers

look ! But, by the bye, was the thing which Krogstad

got into trouble about, years ago, really so bad ?

HELMER. Forged a name, that's all. Have you any
notion what that means ?

NORA. Mustn't he have done it from need ?

HELMER. Yes, or as so many others do it, from
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lessness. I am not so heartiest as to judge any

body absolutely, from such a transaction alone.

NORA. No ; that's just whit I thought you would

lay, Torvald.

MKR. Many a man can lift himself up again

morally, if he u|>cnly recognizes his offence, and

undergoes its punishment.

NORA. Punishment?

ia't set about it in that

way : he tried to work his way out of it by dodges and

cans, he has morally ru

v. Do you think that it . . . ?

IKR. Only just think how a man, so conscious

of guilt as that, must go about everywhere lying, and

a hypocrite, and an actor
;
how he n

towards his neighbour, ami even his wife and chili!

Its affecting the children is the worst part of it, Nora.

MER, Because such a misty atmosphere of lying

4S contagion into the whole family. Kvcry breath

iiildrcn draw contains some germ of evil.

NORA (closer behind /. you quite sure ?

MER. As a lawyer, d irling child, I have remarked

that, many a time. Nearly all men who go to ruin <.

I untruthful mothers.

louUl it be mothers?

IKR. In most cases, it comes from the mother ;

but the father naturally works in the same direction.

y lawyer has reason to know that. And Krogstad
lias actually been poisoning his own children for yean
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past, by lying and acting a part ;
that is precisely why

I call him morally lost. (Stretches out his hands to

This is the reason why my dear little Nora must |>m

mise me not to plead on his behalf. Shake hands u

it. Come, come ;
what's that ? Give me your hand.

That's right Then it's a bargain. I do assure you it

would have been impossible to me to work with him.

I literally feel bodily discomfort when I am in any

proximity to such people.

NORA (takes her hand away and walks to the other

side of the Christmas-tree). How warm it is here I

And I have so much to do, still.

Hi i \n k (rises and puts his papers together). \

must take care to get some of these papers read

through before dinner; and I will think over your

costume, too. And I should not be surprised, if I

L- to get some trifle ready, which might be hung in

gilt piper on the Christmas-tree. (Lays his hand upon

her head.) My dear little lark ! (He goes into his room

and shuts the door behind him. )

NORA (slowly^ after a pause). What was it? It can't

be so ... That is impossible. It must be impossible.

MAK . in the left door). The little ones are

begging so prettily to come in to mamma.

NORA. No, no ;
don't let them come in to me. Let

them stay with you, Mary Ann.

MA: well, ma'am. (Shuts the d.

NORA (pale with terror). I ruin my children . . .

poison my home. (Short pause. She raises her head

proudly.) That is not true. It is njver, and can

be, true.



ACT II

IKK SAME ROOM.

1* tkt comer beside the piano, stand's Ik* Christmas*

W
f shabby, and with the candles burnt out.

On the so/a, Nora's /*/ .c '*"

:s in tht room ; she ivalhs about restlo

at last she stands by Ike sofa and takes up her

cloak.)

NORA (takes of her 7 .

. There was some-

body coining. (Goes to tke door ; listens.) No ; nobody.

Nobody is likely to come to-da Day, nor

to-morrow either. Hut perhaps tht door and

perps out.) No. N :cr-box; it's (juite

( Comes to the front of the stage.) tuff and
1 >f course he will do nothing serious in it.

Nothing of the kind can possibly happen. I

possible. Why, I have three little children.

(Mary Ann comes out of the left roomt with a lage
,..V /,''.W./ /, :\. I

At last I've found the box, with the

masquerade dress.

A. Thanks; put it down on the table there.

much oul

Of t :



NORA. Oh, I wish I could tc.ir it into a hundred

thousand pieces.

Good gracious me, ma'am ! Why,
n be easily put to rights; it only wants a little

patience.

NORA. Ye*
;

I will go : I inden, and get her

to help me.

M\KV ANN*. What! out again, ma'am? In this

dreadful weather? You'll catch your death of cold,

in, and be quite ill.

NORA. Oh, that's not the worst thing which could

happen. What are the children doing?
MARY ANN. They're playing with their Christmas

presents, dear little things ;
hut . . .

NORA. Do they often ask after me ?

MARY ANN. Well, you see, ma'am, they have been

so used to having their mamma always with them.

NORA. Yes; but, Mary Ann, henceforth I can't have

them so much with me.

-M \RY ANN. Well, ma'am, little children get used to

anything.

NORA. Do you think they do ? Do you believe,

that they would forget their mamma, if she went quite

away ?

MVRY ANN. Gracious me, ma'am; quite awayj^x^
NORA. Tell u \nn, I've so often wondered

about it, how could you bring yourself to place your
child out among strangers ?

MAJ s obliged to, if I wanted to

come as nurse to my little Miss Nora, ma'am.

NORA. Yes
;
but that you could be willing to do it-
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MARY ANN. When I could get such a good place,

ma'am? A poor girl who's been in trouble, could

only be very glad to come. For that wicked man did

aC.

NORA. But of course your daughter has forgotten

you?
Oh ! no, ma'am, not in the least She

wrote to me, both when she was confirmed, and when

she got married

NORA (embracing for). Dear Mary Ann, you were a

good mother to me, when I was a little girl.

KV ANN. My poor little Miss Nora had no

mother but me.

NORA. And if my little children had nobody else, I

am sure you would . . . Nonsense, nonsense. (Op<*s

the box.) Go to them in the nursery. Now I

must . . . To-morrow you shall see how beautifully

this dress suits me.

MAK im. I'm sure there will be

nobody at the whole ball so beautiful aa my Miss

Nora. (Skt goes into the left room.)

\ (begins taking the costume out of the box ; but

soon pushes it a/Iawayfrom her). Oh, if 1 dared go out !

If only nobody would come! If only nothing would

happen, here, at home, meanwhile ! Rubbish ! no-

body will come. Only not to tint k >ke one's

muff smooth ! Beautiful gloves, beautiful gloves

Away with the whole thing, away with it ... One,

two, three, four, five, six. ( With a fry.) Oh I there

they come . . . ( Would go towards the door% but stands
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the /ia//t where she has

taken off her things.)

\. Oh, it is you, Christina. Is nobody else

there ? I low delightful of you to come 1

. LiM'iN. I hear you have called at my

lodgings to ask for me.

NORA. Yes, I was just passing. There is some-

thing I wanted you to help me with. Let us sit here

on the sofa. Look here. To-morrow evening, there

is a costume ball at Consul Stenborg's overhead
;
and

now Torvald wants me to appear as a Neapolitan

fisher-girl, and dance the Tarantella, because I learnt it

in Capri.

. I see, dear. Then you are to give

quite a representation of the character?

NORA. Yes
;
Torvald wishes it. Look ! here is the

ume. Torvald had it made for me in Italy; but

now it is all so torn, and I hardly know . . .

MRS. LINDEN. Oh ! we'll soon set that to rights for

you, It is only the trimming which has got loose, here

and there. Have you a needle and thread ? Ah !

there's the very thing we want.

NORA. How kind it is of you !

. Then you're going to dress

up to-morrow, Nora, are you ? I tell you what, I

shall come in for a moment, in order to see you in all

your glory. But I have quite forgotten to thank you
for the pleasant evening you gave me yesterd

NORA (gets up and walks across the /'<>///). Ah !

yesterday it didn't seem to me so pleasant here as it

generally is ... You should have come to town a
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little so*. sTorvald certainly knows

how to nuke our home beautiful and pleasant

MRS. LINDEN. And so do you, I think ; or you
vour father's daughter. Hut tell

ctor Rank always so depressed as he was yc

day evening ?

NORA. It was painfully striking yesterday. But he

v has symptoms of a very dangerous illness which

accounts for hat spinal consii oor

wretch. You see, his father was an awful man, who
til sons of wrong things, and so of course his son

has been ill from his childhood

.-fall into fur

dearest, loveliest Nora, how do you learn such

,?
t/kiitg). Oh ! when'one has three children,

one is sometimes called upon by . . .by women, who

have a little medical knowledge ; and they will

about one thing and am>-

-

(goes on sewing ; short faux). Does

Doctor Rank come here every day ?

NORA. He never misses. He has been Ton-aid's

friend from boyhood, you know, and is a good
I of mine, too. I ink is quite one of the

MRS -.. Hut just tell me, dear ; is tl.<

quite honest ? I mean, doesn't he like saying flatter-

ing things to people ?

NORA. On the contrary. What makes you think

so?

MRS When you introduced us yesterday,
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he declared he had often heard my name in the house;

but then I noticed your husband had scarcely any idea

who I was. How, then, could Doctor Rank ?

NORA. You are right, Christina. But you see,

Torvald loves me so indescribably much ; and that is

vhy he wants to have me all to himself, as he ex-

presses it. When we first married, he was almost

jealous, if I did but mention one of the people I loved

at home ;
so naturally I left it off. But I often talk

to Doctor Rank about it, for he loves to hear me, you
know.

MRS. LINDEN. Now, listen, Nora
; you are still just

like a child in many things. I am somewhat older

than you are, and have a little more experience. I

will tell you something : you ought to put an end to

the whole affair with this Doctor.

NORA. What affair ought I to put an end to ?

MRS. LINDEN. Both affairs, it seems to me. Yes-

terday you were telling me about a rich admirer, who

was to furnish you with money.

NORA. Yes, and who doesn't exist, more's the pity.

But what then ?

MRS. LINDEN. Has Doctor Rank property ?

NORA. Yes, he has.

MRS. LINDEN. And nobody to provide for?

NORA. No
; nobody. But

MRS. LINDEN. And he comes here every day?
NORA. Yes

;
I tell you he never misses.

MRS. LINDEN. But how can he, as a gentleman, be

so needy ?

NORA, I really don't understand you.
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MRS. LINDEN. Don't pretend, Nora. Don't you

suppose I guest from whom you borrowed the

NORA. Are you out of your senses? Can you
think anything of the sort ? A friend of the family,

who comes here every day to us ! What a frightfully

torturing state of things it would be !

MRS. LINDEN : really is not he ?

NORA. No ; that I do assure you. It never for a

moment occurred to me to ask him. Besides, at that

, he had nothing to lend ;
it was later that he

came into his property.

Ucll, that was certainly lucky for

you, Nora dear.

NORA. No, really, it never would have struck me to

ask Doctor Rank. However, I am certain, that in

case I did ask him

MRS. LINDEN. But of course you never would ?

NORA. I should think not, indeed. I do not believe

I can imagine its being necessary. But I am firmly

convinced, that if I spoke to Doctor Rank

MRS. LINDEN. Behind your husband's back ?

NORA. I must get out of the other loan ; that I had

to manage behind his back, too. I must get out of

that

HF.N. Yes, yes, I was saying so too, yes-

terday; but

NORA (walking up and dou*n\ A man can get such

a thing into order much better than a woman can

I or own husband
; yes.

NORA. Nonsense. (Stands /////.) When one pays
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-tiling off that one owes, one gets back the

owledgment of the debt ?

N. Yes, of cot

NORA. And can tear it into a hundred thousand

*, and burn the nasty, horrid thing !

LINDEN (looks at her fixedly, lays down her

work, and gets up slowly). Nora, you arc hiding some-

thing from me.

NORA. Can you see that in my manner?

MRS, LINDEN. Since yesterday morning, something

has been happening to you. Nora, what is it ?

NORA (going towards tier). Christina. (Listens.)

Hush. There's Torvald coming home. Here, go and

sit with the children, while you are doing that work.

Torvald can't bear to see dressmaking. Let Mary
Ann help you.

MRS. LINDEN (gathers some of the things together).

Very well
;
but I shan't go away, until we have spoken

openly to each other.

(She goes away to the left, as Helmer entersfrom the

hall.)

NORA (goes to meet him). Oh ! how I have been

longing to see you, Torvald dear.

Was the dressmaker here?

NORA. No; Christina. She is helping me to get

my costume into order. You will see I shall look

perfectly charming.

HII.MF.R. Yes; wasn't that an extremely lucky

thought of mine ?

NORA. Glorious ! But is it not also very nice of

me to give in to you ?
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(lakts ktr unJtr Ike </.

to your own husband
'

V

little m-uc. I know very well you didn't mean any-

; of the sort Hut I won't difturb you. I dare

sty you want to be fitting on your dress.

NORA. And I dare say you're going to work ?

MRR. Yes (shtnvs ktr a htndtt of documenti).

Look here. I have been down at the Bank.

about to go to kit rcom.)

KA. Torvald.

IKR (stands /////). Yes.

NORA. If your little squirrel were to ask you for

something really very prettily .

MKK. I hen?

NORA. Would you do it ?

MER. Naturally I should first expect to be told

:t IS.

NORA. The little squirrel would jump about and

>rm all sorts of funny tricks, if you would be

amiable, and do as you are asked.

MER. Come, then; out wit

NORA. The little lark would twitter round in all the

rooms, loud and soft by turns .

MER. Oh, there's nothing in that She does all

that, as it is.

NORA. I would act a fair)', and dance in the moon-

MER. Nora, you can't mean what you were

begging me about this morning?
NORA (coming *tarer\ Yes, Ton-aid, I do beg and

pray you.
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HKLMKR. Have you really the courage to mention

the matter again to me ?

NORA. Yes, yes. You must do what I want.

must let Krogstad keep his place at the Bank.

MER. My dear Nora, I have arranged for his

place to be given to Mrs. Linden.

NORA. Yes, and that was very nice of you. But

instead of Krogstad, you could dismiss some other

clerk.

HELMER. This is incredible obstinacy. Because

you heedlessly promised to put in a word for him, I

am to ...
NORA. Not for that reason, Torvald. It is for your

own sake. The man is on the staff of some of our

most scurrilous newspapers ;
I have heard you say so

myself. He can do you such infinite harm. I am so

terribly afraid of him.

HELMER. Oh, I understand ; it is old recollections

which are frightening you.

NORA. Why do you say that ?

HELMER. Of course you are thinking of your father.

NORA. Yes, to be sure. Only call to mind what

wicked men used to write about father in the papers,

and how shamefully they calumniated him ! I believe

they really would have got him dismissed, if Govern-

ment had not sent you down to look into the matter,

and if you had not been so kindly and considerate

towards him.

HELMER. My dear Nora, between your father and

me, there is all the difference in the world. Your

father was not, as an official, quite unimpeachable.
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I am ; and I hope to remain so, ai long as 1 am
at my post

NORA, oh, no one knows what wicked men can

find to say. We could be so well off now, and live so

quietly and happily in our j>cacc(ul home, free from

any kind of care, you, and I, and the children,

is is why I beg you so earnestly.

MLR. And it is just i cding for him,

that you make it impossible for me to keep him. 1 1

is already known at the Hank, that I intend to dismiss

. >t.id. If it were now to be known, that the

new Bank Manager let himself be talked round by
his wife

NORA. Well, what then ?

MKR. If only the obstinate little woman can get

her own way, of course that is all she wants ... I am
to make myself the laughing-stock of all the clerks,

and set people saying 1 am under all sorts of outside

influence. Take my word for it, I should soon trace

the consequences. And besides, there is one circum-

stance which makes Krogstad an impossible person to

have at the Bank, while I am manager there.

NORA. What circumstance ?

IKK. In case of necessity, I could perhaps have

overlooked his moral fault

NORA. Yes, couldn't you, Ton-aid ?

HELMER. And by what I hear, he must be quite

competent. Hut we knew each other in early youth.

It is one of those hasty acquaintances, which so often

hamper one in later life. Well, I may just as well tell

you the whole thing plainly : He calls me * Ton-aid.'
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And ccret of il

other people arc present. On the contrary, he fancies

it justifies his taking a familiar tone with me
;
and so

he blurts out, at every tun
, Torvald:' I do

e you it causes me most painful emotion. He
would make my position at th Hank perfectly unen-

durable to me.

NORA. Torvald, you are not serious in saying all

this.

1 1 I.I.MKR. Not ? Why not ?

NORA. All these are such petty considerations.

HKI.MKK. What are you saying? Petty Do you
consider me petty?

NORA. No, on the contrary, Torvald dear ;
and that

is just why
HELM MR. It's all the same. You call my reasons

petty ; then I must be so, too. Petty ! Very well,

then. Now we'll put an end to this, once and for all.

(Goes to the door into the hall, and calls.) Ellen !

NORA. What do you want ?

HELMER (searching among his papers). To settle

the thing.

(Ellen enters.)

MER. There
;
take that letter. Go down with it

at once. Get hold of a messenger. But be quick.

The address is on it Here is the money for him.

ELLEN. Yes, sir. (She goes with the letter.)

Hi i MI. R (putting his papers in order). There! my
obstinate little wife.

NORA (breathlessly). Torvald, what letter was that ?

HELMER. Krogstad's dismissal.
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NOK ck again, Torvald. There it ft ill

> orvald, get it back again. Do it for my
sake, for your own sake, for our

'

take.

? Torvald, do don't know

what th.it letter has the power to bring upon us all

u. Too 1.

NORA. Yes, too late.

IER. Dear Nora, I forgive you for putting your-

self into this state of although it is founded

upon what is wounding to me. Yes, that is what it

really is. Or perhaps it is no offence to me, for you
to believe I should he afraid of the revenge of a dis-

graced newspaper scribbler? But I forgive it you,

because it is all the time a charming proof of

great love for me. (Takes Her in his arms.) We will

look at it so, my own darling Nora. Let what will

befall us, if I am called upon for it, I have not only

courage, but the strength too, you know. You shall

see that I am the man to take everything upon my
shoul

NORA (suddenly terrified}. What do you mean by

LMER. Everything 1

NORA (decidedly). That you shall never, never da
MER. Very well ; then we will share it, Nora,

as man and wife. That's the way it shall be. (Strokts
> Are you satisfied now ? Come, come, come ;

don't let me see those eyes looking like a scared

'*. The whole thing is nothing but the most

baseless fancy. Now you must art the Tarantella, and

practise the tambourine. I shall go and sit in my
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inner office and shut the door between them, so that

I shall hear nothing. You can make as much noise

as ever you please ; (turns round in the door-way) and

when Rank comes, just tell him where I am to be

found. (He nods to her, goes into his room with his

papers, and shuts the door after him.}

NORA (bewildered with anxiety^ stands as though

rooted to the groutid, and whispers). He had it in his

power to do it Yes; he did it. He did it in ^

of all and everything I said. No
;
never that, to all

Eternity. Rather anything than that ! Save me 1 Oh,

for some way out of it! (The hall-door bell ri,

Doctor Rank ! Rather anything than that, whatever

it may be. (She recovers herself, strokes herface, goes

to the door leading to the Jiall, and opens it. Doctor

Rank is standing outside and hanging up his great coat.

During the following scene, it grows dark.} Good

afternoon, Doctor Rank. I knew you by your ring.

But you must not go to Torvald now
;

for I believe

he has some work to do.

RANK. And you?
NORA (as he walks into the room, and she shuts the

door behind him}. Oh, you know perfectly well, I have

always a spare moment for you.

K. Thank you. I shall avail myself of your

kindness as long as ever I can.

NORA. What does that mean? As long as ever

you can ?

RANK. Yes
;
does that frighten you ?

NORA. Well, it was such a curious expression. Is

anything going to happen ?
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K. That will happen, for hi< h I have long

been prepared ; but I certainly did not think it would

come off to toon.

NORA (wining his arm). What is it you have got to

know ? Doctor Rank, you must tell me.

'ting doom by tkt stm*\ I am running

downhill. There is no help for it.

NORA (brtatkiitg with rtlit/\ You are the one, then,

who
K. Who else should it be ? There can be no

use in deceiving one's self? I am the most miserable

of all my patients, Mrs. Helmcr. In the tost few days,

ive had a general stock-taking of my inner man.

kruptcy 1 Before a month i : shall perhaps
be food for worms in the churchyard.

NORA. Oh, what ugly things you say t

RANK. The thing itself is so cursed ugly. But the

worst of it is that so many ugly things have to be

gone through first There is only one investigation to

be made, and when I have made it, I shall know

pretty well at what time dissolution will begin. There

is something I want to say to you about t imer

has stamped on his refined nature such a hatred for all

that is disagreeable ;
I will not have him in my sick

room.

NORA. Oh ! but, Doctor Rank
>;. I will not have him in my sirk room,

upon any consideration whatsoever. I close my
door against him. As soon as I obtain completely
certain information as to the worst, I shall send you

iig card with a black cross on it ; and then
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you will knu ic horrors of dissolution have

begun.

NORA. C<>; i. The way you arc talking to-day is

perfectly absurd. And I was so particularly anxious

you should be in a really good temper.

IK. With Death staring me in the face? And

all by way of penance for the faults of another ! What

justice is there in that? Just such compensation is

being exacted, inexorably, after one fashion or another,

in every family.

NORA (slopping her tars). Nonsense. Do be funny,

funny 1

RANK. Yes, really, the whole story is only worth

laughing at. My poor innocent spine must waste away,

for my father's notions of amusement when he was a

lieutenant in the army.

NORA (at the left table). I suppose he was devoted

to asparagus and Strasburg pies, wasn't he ?

RANK. Certainly, and to truffles.

NORA, Yes, devoted to truffles, to be sure ; and to

oysters, I believe.

RANK. Yes, to oysters ;
no need to mention that

;

rs, of course.

NORA. And then all the port wine and champagne.

It is sad that all these dainties should affect the bones

so disastrously.

RANK. 1 .specially when the bones so disastrously

affected never got the least advantage from the dainties.

NORA. Yes ; that is the saddest part of all.

R \NK (looks at her search!ngly). H m . . .

NORA (a moment later). Why were you smiling ?
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.t was you who smiled.

NORA. No, you. Doctor Rank.

than 1

NORA. To-day I am jutt inclined to play all loruof

K\\K. It seems lik<

NORA (with ktr hands on his skmkttrs). Dear, good
.ith shall not take you away from

i!d ami inc.

... Oh, (hat is a loss, I am sorry to say, you

easily get over. People who go away, are soon

\ (looking at ktm anxiously). Do you think so ?

uike fresh tics, and then

^ fresh ties ?

N. Both you and Helmcr will do it, as soon as

gone. 1 '//arc setting about it alrc

it seems to n .it was that Mrs. Linden doing

)'
?

NORA. Oh, that's it ? But you don't mean to say

you're jealous of poor Christina ?

L Yes, I am. She will be my successor here

>ur house. When I am dead and gone, that lady

will perhaps
NORA. Hush ! Not so loud ; she is in there.

v, as well ? There, just what I said !

NORA. Only to put my costume in order. Dear !

dear ! how absurd you are. (Sits on the sofa,) Now,
do just be sensible, Doctor Rank

;
to-morrow you shall

see bow beautifully I dance, and then you may fan.
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you like, that I am doing it all to please you only,

and of course Torvald as well
;

of course. ( Takes

various things out of the cardboard box.) Doctor K
sit over here

;
and then I will show you something.

RANK (sitting do'^ti}. What is it ?

NORA. Look here. Do you see these ?

RANK. Silk stockings.

NORA. Flesh-coloured. Aren't they lovely? Oh,
it's so dark here now

;
but to-morrow . . . No, no, no,

you must cnly look at the feet Oh, very well, you

may look at the rest, too.

RANK. H m.

NORA. What are you looking so critical about?

Don't you think they would fit me ?

RANK. It is impossible I should have any settled

opinion on that point.

NORA (looks at him a moment). For shame.

him lightly on t/ie ear with the stockings.) Take that for

it ! (Rolls them up again.)

RANK. And what other splendid things have you

got there, that I was to see ?

NORA. You won't be allowed to see anything more,

for you don't behave nicely. (S/ie hums a little, and

searches among the things.)

RANK (after a short silence). When I am sitting here

in such perfect intimacy with you, I can't imagine

in fact, I can't form the slightest idea, what would

have become of me, if I had never entered this

house.

NORA (smiling). Yes, I really think you thoroughly

like being with us.



K. (mart to/t/y, looking ttraigkt txjort kirn). Ani
now I rouit go away from it all.

NORA. Nonsense. You won't go away from us.

.- tke samt tout leave

bchi. >il me the smallest sign of thanks; scarcely a

passing thought of regret, nothing but an et.

can be filled by the next comer as null

as by anybody else.

re to ask you now for

i grent proof of your friendship.

:, well?

NORA. No, I mean,: ., very great v

i really for once, make me so

as all that ?

you have no notion yc is.

well ; then tell me dir<

I'.ut I can't. Doctor Rank: it is surh an

lordinanly great thing ; both advice, and i

;. The greater the better. I can't in

what mean. IJut do go on. Don't you trust

n I trust nobody else. You are my
best and most faithful lnenl. I know i:

reason, I will tell you what it is. Well, then, I )octor

.*, there is something which you must help me to

i know how deeply, how indescribably

Torvald loves me ; he would not hesitate a moment
to give hi* very life for mine.

I
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nding towards her). Nora, do you think,

then, that he is the only one who would

NORA (with a slight start). Who?
RANK. Who would gladly give his life for you?
NORA (sadly). Oh !

N. I had sworn that you should know it,

I went away for ever. I should never find a better

opportunity. Yes, Nora, now you know it. And now

you know, too, that you can trust yourself to me, as

you could to no one else.

NORA (stands up simply and calmly}. Let me

please.

K\\K ( iruikt -\-

-
t cay for her, but sits still}. Nora.

NORA (in the door to the hall). Ellen, bring the

lamp. ( Walks to the stove.) Oh, dear Doctor Rank,

that was really too bad of you.

RANK (standing ;//). That I have loved you

devotedly, as no one else does? Was that too bad

of me?
NORA. No

;
but that you should go and tell me so.

It was really not necessary . . .

K. What do you mean ? I )id you know it, then ?

(Ellen comes in with the lamp, sets it down on the

table^ and goes out again. )

RANK. Nora, Mrs. Helmer, I ask you, did you
know anything of it ?

NORA. Oh, what do I know, as to whether I knew

or didn't know? I really can't say . . . But that you
could possibly be so clumsy ! Everything was going
on so beautifully.
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:<. Well, at any rate you know now for certain,

.oial, soul and body. So

.'Mag at Aim). Speak on, now ?

K \NK. I be.; 11 roe what it is you want

I can say nothing to you.

IK. Oh yet, yet 1 you must not punish me in

* do for you whatever is in

cannot do anything for me, now.

Besides, I really want no help. was

all Of course.

i* tkt rxki*g*kair, twks at AiVv, smilt

y are a charming gentleman, Doctor Rank,

just tell t you ashamed of yourself, now
- is on the table ?

. No. indeed I am not. liut perhaps I ought

certainly needn't do that. Of
course you are to come to us as you always have

com y well that Torvald can't do

without you.

hut you?
v. Oh, I always think it is immensely delightful

when you come.

is just what led me to mistake my
path. You are a riddle to me. It often seemed to

as though you would almost as gladly spend your
with me as with Helmer.

>, don't you see ? there are some people

whom one loves most ; and other people whom one
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would almost alwa\s prefer spending one's time

with.

RANK. Ah, there's some truth in that.

NORA. When I was still a girl at home, I naturally

loved papa best. But I always thought it

immensely amusing when I could steal into the maids'

room; for they never lectured me, and they always

talked so entertainingly amongst themselves.

RANK. Oh, I see; then it is their place I have

taken.

NORA (jumps up and goes towards him). Oh ! dear,

good Doctor Rank, I never meant that. But you can

very well imagine, that I feel about Torvald just as I

used to feel about father.

(Ellen comes infran the hall.)

ELLEN. If you please, ma'am. ( M'hiapcrs in Jicr

car, and gircs her a card.}

NORA (glances at the card). Ah ! (Puts it in her

pocket.)

RANK. Something disagreeable up?
NORA. No, not in the least. It is only something ;

it is my new costume.

K \NK. How can it be? There's your dress.

NORA. Oh, that one, yes ; but it's another, that . . .

I ordered it ... Torvald is not to know.

RANK. Oh, indeed. So that's the great secret !

NORA. Yes, to be sure. Do just go into his room
;

he is in the inner room ;
do keep him as long as you

can.

K\NK. Make yourself easy ;
he sha'n't get away

from me. (He goes into Helmer's room.)
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>). Then he U waiting in the kitchen?

he back door.

1 you not tell him I had a visitor *uh

t wti no use.

NORA. II re.illy will not go away, then ?

aa'am
; not until he has spoken with

NORA. Then let him come in, but cjuictly. Ellen,

nut tell any one ; it is a surprise for my
husband.

S ma'am
,

I quite understand. (SAt

NORA. The terrible thing is coming. It is here

already. No, no, no ; it can never happen ; it shall

not (SMt &*> cr's door and slips tkt boit.)

ri ,/r//i tH< kail door to Krogstad, and skats it

kkimd Him. //- uvars I ng (oat, kigk boett% and

:wrds kirn). Speak quietly. My husband

is at home.

JSTAD. All right ; I don't care.

No '- do you want of me?
K> i nation of something.

\. He ijuick, th 'v Wlut .

KROC;STAI. You know I have received my dismissal

NORA. I could not prevent it, Mr. Krogstad. I

fought to the last on your behalf; but it was no use.

KROGSTAD. Does your husband love you so little?

He knows what it is that I can expose you to, am:

he ilarcs
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NORA. How can you suppose he has got to know it ?

KROGSTAD. Oh! no; I didn't think that, either.

To show so much manly courage did not look much

like my fine Torvald Helm

NORA, Mr. Krogstad, I demand respect for my
husband.

KROGSTAD. To be sure ; all due respect. But since

you, dear madam, are so anxious to keep the matter

secret, I suppose I may venture to assume, that you

arc a little clearer than you wet to what

you have really done ?

NORA. Clearer than you could ever make me.

KROGSTAD. Yes, such a bad lawyer as I am !

NORA. What is it you want ?

KROGSTAD. Only to see how you were getting on,

. Helmer. I have been thinking about you all day

long. A cashier, a scribbling newspaper writer, a in

short, a creature like me, nevertheless, has a little bit

of what people call
'

heart,' you know.

NORA. Then show it; think of my little children.

KROGSTAD. Did you and your husband think of

mine? But let's leave that alone. I only wanted to

tell you, that you needn't take this matter too seriously.

I sha'nt be the first one to talk about it.

NORA. No ; to be sure. I knew you wouldn't be.

KROGSTAD. It can be settled as amicably as possible.

Nobody need know. It can remain among us three.

NORA. My husband is never to know anything

about it.

KROGSTAD. How can you prevent that ? Can you

pay off the debt, eh ?
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No, not at on

.I any meant of raiting the

. in tue i iys?

HA. No i: it I will make use of.

.STAD. And if you hail, it would have been no

good to you. It >. >t<> i lure *ill> ever so i;

money in your iun<i, you wouldn't get \

i.om me.

NORA. Then tell me what you want to do with it.

. only want to keep it, t m my
N <me whom it doet not concern shall

1 1'. on account of it, you were to

.

da
If you thould think of leaving your

ni and

-;STAD. Or if you thould think of doing some-

thing far worse

. How do you know that ?

Kkor.srAn. then leave it alo

NORA. How do you know 1 am thinking of doing

Most of us think of that as the first

^ to da I thought of it too ;
but really tad not

A (rwV'/f N T I.

lievei). No; one hasn't You have

not the courage either, have you?
\ \ 1 . .-. . : 1

.STAD. Besides, it would be very silly.
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the first storm is only over in the house ... I

.i letter for your husband, here in my pocket.

NORA. Telling him everything?

K.ROGSTAD. Sparing you as far as possible.

NORA (quickly). He shall never have that letter.

Tear it up. I will get you the money somehow.

K.ROGSTAD. I beg your pardon, Mrs. llclmer : but

I thought I had just told you . . .

NORA. Oh, I'm not talking about the money I owe

Tell me how large a sum you demand from my
husband, and I will get it for you.

K ROGSTAD. I demand no money from your husband.

NORA. What do you want, then ?

KROGSTAD. I will tell you. I want to get on in the

world, dear madam
;

I want to redeem my position in

it And your husband shall help me to do it. For

the last eighteen months, I have not been concerned

in any dishonourable transaction ; during that time, I

have been fighting against the most straightened cir-

cumstances. I was content to work my way up, step

by step. Now I am turned out ;
and I am not satisfied

to get employment again, as a matter of favour. 1

mean to rise in the world, I tell you ... I will get

into the Bank again, and in a higher position than

before. Your husband shall make a place on purpose

for me.

NORA. He will never do that

KROGSTAD. He wU doit. I know him
;
he won't

dare to object. And when I am once associated with

him there, you will soon see ! Before a year is out,

I shall be the manager's right hand. It will be Nils
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:tad, and not Ton-aid 1U liner, who carries on

nk.

>:..i'.i m\ that to pan.
KK<X;S: would .

now 1 have the courage for it.

Kkx;> i frighten roe. Anelcgant,

IH)ili lady like you
\ ou will tee ; you will tee.

nilcr the ice, jxrrhaps. Down into

old, coal-black w. 1 then next v

> on the shore, ugly, unrecognizable, with >our

hair all fallen out .

;tcn me.

me. People don't do things

of that sort, Mrs. Hclmcr. And. after all, what would

be the use of it ? I should have your husband here in

my i
c same.

. si ill ? When I am no longer

o you f rgct. that even then, your
i still be in my hands? (Nora stands

spteth/eis and looks at him.} Well, now you are

othing foolish. Sj soon as Hclmcr has

:
, I shall e\i ect to hear from him.

. bo.ir in mind, th.it it is your husband bin

who has forced me back again into such paths. That

Mrgive him. Good-bye, Mrs. Hclmer.

toes out through tht ha//.)

\ (g<xs to th< door, opens it a littlt, and /istfns}.

ot putting the letter in the box.

Aould be quit.- impossible. (Opens the

door further and further.) What does that mean?
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nding still, not going down the stairs, I

thinking better of it? Would he? (A Utter falls

into the box ; Krogstad's steps arc then //<</;-./, until lost

in the distance dmvn the stairs.)

NORA (with a suppressed cry rushes through t/i

''it sofa-table; short pause). In the letter-box!

(Sh< mss to the door.) There it lies. Torval I,

Torvald, now \ve are lost.

LINDEN (comes with the costume from the left

). Well, now, I carTt see anything more to put

right. Should we just try it on ?

NORA (hoarsely anJ softly}. Christina, do come

here.

MRS. LINDEN (throws ///. </rjss on th: sofa). What's

the matter ? You look so disturbed.

NORA. Do come here. Do you see that letter?

There, see ! through the wire-work of the letter-

MRS. LIN:>I N. Yes, yes ;
I see it.

_^XoRA. That letter is from Krogstad.

. Nora, it was Krogstad who lent you

the money.
NORA. Yes ;

and now Torvald will know all about

it.

.. Oh ! believe me, Nora, it is the best

thing for you both.

NORA. You don't know all yet. I have forged a

name.

\. Good heavens :

NORA. I only wanted to tell you that, Christina ;

that you might be my witness.
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\\ ..v
l
wit .

' NN..V. uo 1

NORA. If I go mnd ; and that might easily happen.
Mk -ra !

NORA. Or ii anything else should happen to me,

anyih ng such as my not being able to be :

MRS. LINUK.S seem quite out of

your

ere were to be anybody who

iole blame,

know .

MRS. think . . .

will be able to bear witness that

:rue. Chn>- I am not in the lea$t out of

my \\\\\\. I am in full possession of my senses ;
ami

1 say to you \ thing about it ; I

have done <. : forget that.

I Jut I haven't the

remotest notion what it all mean-.

how should you? Why! what will

come to pan now, will be a miracle.

N* ; but it is so terrible, Christina.

It must not happen for anything in the world.

MRS. I will |p straight off to Krogstad,.ind
talk to him.

NORA. . to him. Ho will pain you in some

MRS. ere was a time, when for love of

he would have done anything.

NORA, li
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Where does he live?

NORA. Oh, how can I tell? Yes. (/-iv/.v /// her

pock, ; his card. Hut the letter, the letter :

MKK (/'// his rt^m k //,.-/. // the .f.'or). Nora!

NORA (cries out anxiously). Yes
;
what is it ?

do you want with me?
m K. Well, well, don't be so frightened. We

aren't coming in
; you have bolted the door, you

know. You are trying your dress on, I d

NORA. Yes, yes ;
I'm trying it on. It suits me so

well, Torvald.

MRS. LINDEN (ivho has read the card). So he lives

close by here, at the corner ?

NORA. Yes
;
but it's no use now. We are lost. The

letter is actually in the box.

MRS. LINDEN. And your husband has the key ?

NORA. Yes, always.

LINDKN. Krogstad must ask to have his letter

back unread. He must make some excuse

NORA. But this is the very time when Torvald

generally

LINDEN. Prevent him
; go and stay with him

all the time. I will come back as quickly as I can.

She goes away quickly through the hall door.}

NORA (goes to Helmer's door, opens //, and peeps in).

Torvald.

H ELMER (in the backroom}. Wei!, now, may one

come back into one's own room ? Come, Rank, now
we'll just have a look. (In the door.) But what d

this mean ?

NORA. What, Torvald dear?
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ME*. Rank led roe to expect t grand drew-

transformation tccnc.

tht door). So I understood ; but I wai

mistaken, too.

NORA. No ; before to morrow evening, nobody will

get any opportunity of admiring me in in ir.

>u look so tired.

Seen practising too hard ?

ed at all

y mutt.

NOK i>enable ( TorvaId. But

I can't get on at all, without your help ; I have com-

y forgotten the whole thing.

Hn MI R. oh. well soon freshen it all up again.

NORA. Yes, do help me at last, Ton 11 you
uise me that? Oh! I am so anxious aboir

Before such a large pa u must sacrifice your-

self entirely to me this evening. You mustn't do a

scrap of business, or take a pen in your hand. Say

*yes.
f Am I not right, TorvaM dear?

H ELMER. >c you : all this evening. I will t>c

our entire disposal. You little helpless thing ! hm.

one thing I will first (Goes

towards tht hall door.)

NORA. Wii.it do you want outside there ?

Hi i MLR. Only to sec if any letters have come.

vA. No, no, don't do that, TorvaUl.

.t why r-

NORA. Torvald, I beg you not to ; there are none

there.

HKLMER. Let me just sec .)



(Nora, at the piano, //m thefirst bars of the

\//// /// the door). Ah !

NORA. I can't dance to-morrow, if I don't try it

over with you.

(going t far)- Are you really so afraid,

dear Nora ?

NORA. Yes, so dreadfully afraid. Let me try it at

once
;
we have a little time left before dinner. Oh !

sit down here and accompany me, Torvald dear ; >et

me right ; guide me, just as you always do.

HELMER. With all the pleasure in life, since you
wish it (He sits down to the piano.}

NORA (takes the tambourine out of the box, and

also a long gay j//fi,v/, with which she drapes her-

self very rapidly ; then with a bound, she comes to

the front of the stage). Now, you play, and I \\ ill

dan i

(Helmer plays, Nora dances; Rank stands at the

fiiano behind Helmer and looks on.)

HELMKK (playing). Slower, slower!

\. I can't do it differently.

1 1 1.1 MLR. Not so violently, Nora.

NORA. That is just its style.

1 hi MI.R (stops). No, no ;
it isn't right.

NORA (laughs and swings the tambourine). Isn't that

just what I told you ?

RANK. Let me play for her.

HELMER (rising). Yes; do so; then I can guide

her better.

(Rank sits down to the piano and plays. Nora dances
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' .: : '
. . , Hi-.:... i . <. :

f. She u*m> .far tktm, /

loose <*W JiiUt on her ihoulden ; the doet ttot he*.:

Miv l.nulcn fft.

MRS. LINDEN // thong.. -;./ :// iH:

acrry enough
t
t dcaro-> N'ora, yc>

.; ucrc a matter

.k, just stop; this U the merest

ness ;>, 1 ay.

N'ora tomes to a sudden

Hi: >:g tenants her}. I should i

. have positively forgot t

Jit you.

\ (throws the tantlnmrine a;. . see it for

>clf.

Hi u really do want tcacl

cs ; now you see how needlul it is. You

must practise with me up to the last u. Will

romisc me that, Torxald ?

:.ly rely upon my doing

so.

tor to-monow must \ ou think

about anything but me
; you must not open a single

not so much as the letter-box.

arc still afraid of that man.

v Yes, I am.
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Ih i MI K. N.T.I. 1 can see it in your manner. There-

is a letter from him in the box now.

NORA. I don't know ; I believe so. But you are

not to read anything of that sort
; nothing of a worry-

ing kind must come between us, until everything is

over.

R\NK (softly to Helmcr). You mustn't contradict

her.

( putting his arm round her). The child

shall have her own way. But to-morrow night, when

you have danced

NORA. Then you will be free.

ELLEN (in the right doorway). Dinner is ready,

ma'am.

NORA. We will have some champagne, Ellen.

ELLEN. Yes, ma'am. (Goes.)

HELMER. Dear, dear ; quite a banquet !

NORA. Yes, a champagne banquet until morning
dawns. (Calls out.) And maccaroons, Ellen

; plenty

a great many just this once !

HELMKR (taking her hands). Come, come, not this

awful wildness ! Be my gentle little lark, once more.

NORA. Oh, yes, I will. But now go into the dining-

room
;

and you too, Doctor Rank. Christina, you
must help me to do my hair.

RANK (softly as they go). There is nothing in the

wind ? Nothing ... I mean . . .

HKLMER. Nothing whatever, my dear Rank. It is

merely this babyish anxiety I was telling you about.

(Both go to the right.)

NORA. Well?
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-. LINDEN. He is gone out of town.

RA. I saw it in your face.

MRS. LINDEN. He only returns to-morrow evening,
<te for him th

u should have left it all alone. You ought
adcr anything. After all, there is something

glorious in expecting a miracle to happen.
m expect, then ?

NORA. Oh, you can't understand Go to them in

the timing-room ; I'll come in a moment (Mrs.

en goes to tkt dining-room.)

NORA (stands a white, at though collating htr

thoughts. Thtn looks at htr wateh). Five; seven

hours before midnight Then twenty-four hours before

next midnight Then the Tarantella will be

Twenty-four and seven. Still thirty-one hours to live.

MER (in thf right-hand door). But what has

become of the little lark ?

NORA (runs with off* arms towards him). Here is

the lark.
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ACT III.

(The same room. The sofa-table, with the chairs round

it, has been moved forward into the middle of the

room. A lamp is burning on the table. The door to

the hall stands open. Dance music is heard from

overhead.}

(Mrs. Linden sits by the table and turns the pages of a

book absently. She tries to read, but seems unable to

fix her attention ; occasionally she listens, and looks

anxiously towards the hall door.}

MRS. LINDEN (looking at her watch). Not here yet !

And it is the latest time I mentioned If he only

doesn't . . . (Listens again.) Oh, there he is ! (She

goes into the hall and opens the corridor door carefully ;

a light tread is heard on the steps. She whispers) Come
in. Nobody is here.

KROGSTAD (in the doorway). I found a note from

you at my house. What does that mean ?

MRS. LINDEN. It is absolutely necessary I should

speak with you.

KROGSTAD. Indeed? And was it absolutely neces-

sary the interview should take place here ?

MRS. LINDEN. It was impossible at my Iodizing.

I have no sitting-room to myself. Come in
;
we arc



quite 41. it asleep, tod the Hcimen
.it the lull, overhead.

JTTAD (timing into tkt r*om\ Ah ! what ? The

aers are dancing this evening ? Really ?

MRS. LINDEN. Yes. Why not ?

;TAU Quite rigri* ot >

MRS. LINDEN. And now, Mr. Krogstad, let us talk

lave we two anything left, to <

each oth

. LINDEN, v, great deal to say.

KROGSTAa I should not have thought ta
'

MRS* LINDEN. Because you have never really under-

stood me,

KftOGSTAD. Was there anything more to understand,

than what was the plainest (act in the world? A

heartless woman jilts a man, when a better match

offer* itself.

MRS. LINDEN. Do you consider me so utterly heart-

less? Do you think I should have broken it off with

irt?

KROGSTAa 1 u?

MRS. LINDEN. Did you really think that of me,

KROCSTAD. If it wasn't so, why did you write me
such a letter as you wrote at the time ?

MRS. LINDEN. I really could not do otherwise.

Since 1 had to break with you, surely it was also my
duty to destroy in your heart everything you felt for

me.

.sr.\D (tfasfimg his ha*Js to&thtr). So that
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was it And all, all for the sake of money,

only.

MRS. LINDEN. You ought not to forget, that I had

a helpless mother and two little brothers. We could

not wait for you, Nils
;

at that time, you had but poor

prospects.

tSTAD, Very likely ;
but you had no right to

turn me off for the sake of any other man.

MRS. LINDEN. Oh, I don't know. I have asked

myself often enough since, whether I had the right to

do it.

KROGSTAD (more gently]. When I had lost you, it

seemed to me as though the very ground had sunk

away from under my feet. Just look at me : I am a

shipwrecked man on a raft, now.

MRS. LINDEN. I should think some help was close

at hand.

KROGSTAD. It was at hand
;
but then you came and

stood in my way.

MRS. LiM'iN. Without knowing it, Nils. It was

only this morning I learnt, that it was your post I had

get at the Bank.

KROGSTAD. I believe you, since you say so. But

now you do know it, do you not mean to give

it up?
MRS. LiM'KN. No; for that would not help you in

the least.

KROGSTAD. Oh, 'help,' 'help.
1

I should do it,

whether or no.

LINDEN. I have learnt to act prudently. Life,

and hard, bitter necessity have taught me to do so.
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KROGSTAD. And lite hit taught me not to trust one

MR*. LINDEN. Then life has uught you a

'lc thing. Hut I suppose you do trust deeds?

Jo you mean by that ?

MRS, LINDEN. You said you were like a shipwrecked
man on a

had good reason to say so.

MRS. LINDEN. I am like a shipwrecked woman on

a raft, too : no one to regret, aixl no one to care for.

Vou made your own choice.

>. LINDEN. 1 had no choice at the time.

Veil, what more?

MRV .

Is, how would it be, if we two

shipwrecked people could come over to each

othi

xisTAa What do you say ?

MRS. LINDEN. Two people have better chance of

being saved on a raft, than if each stays on his

own.

.STAD. Chriv

MRS. LINDEN. Why do you think I came h

town ?

K K. x . > it with some thought of me ?

MRV I must work, in order to endure life-

All my days, so far back as I can remember, I have

worked ; and work has been my best and only joy.

But now ! ic alone in the world, so terribly

empty and forsaken. There is no happiness in working
for one's , give me somebody and tomrthing
to work for.
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KROGSTAD. I don't trust that one bit. It is nothing

but a woman's exaggerated notion of generosity, leading

li-jr to sacrifice herself.

l:\iN. I lave you ever noticed any exagger-

ation in me ?

KROGSTAD. What ? You really could ? Tell me,

do you know all about my past ?

MK-. LINDEN. Yes.

KROGSTAD. And do you know my reputation ?

MRS. LINDEN. You hinted it just i hough

you meant, that with me you could have been another

man.

KROGSTAD. I am perfectly certain of it.

MRS. LINDEN. Could it not yet be so?

KROGSTAD. Christina, do you say this after full

deliberation ? Yes, you do. I see it in your face.

Then you really have the courage?
MRS. LINDEN. I need somebody to mother, and

your children need a mother. We two are necessary

to each other. Nils, I believe in the nobler part of

your nature. With you I dare attempt anything !

KROGSTAD (seizing her hands). Thank you. thank

you, Christina. Now I shall know how to set about

raising myself in the eyes of others. Oh, but I

forgot . . .

MRS. LINDEN (listens). Hush! the Tarantella!

Go, go.

KROGSTAD. Why, what is it ?

MRS. LINDEN. Don't you hear the dancing over-

head ? Wrhen that is over, they will come bark.

KROGSTAD. All right; I'll go. But it's too late
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now. Of course you don't know wh tiavt

going againM the Hclmers?

. LINDEN. Yet, Nik I know.

KKOCSTAD. And nevertheless you have the

MRS. I.IM.IV I ran quite un.lcratand to

lengths despair may drive a man like you.

KROCSTAIX Oh, if I could but undo it again !

MRS. LINDEN. You could, for your letter lies there

in the box.

*:sTAa Are you sure?

MRS. LINDEN. Yes; but

;STAD (taking at ktr uarfktmgfy\ It that the

explanation of t ? You want to save your friend at

any price. Say it straight out Is that the way the

land lies?

MRS. LINDEN. Nils, a person who has once sold

herself for the sake of others, never does it again.

1 will ask to have my letter back again.

MRS. LINDEN. No, no.

K ROGSTAD. Yes ; I shall wait here till Helmer cooes

down. I shall tell him, that he is to give me my letter

back ;
that it merely relates to my dismissal, and that

he had better not read it.

MRS. LINDEN. No, Nils, you must not ask for the

rback.

KROcsTAa But tell me, wasn't that the very reason

for your fixing to meet me here ?

MRS. LINDEN my first moment of terror.

since then, more than twenty-four hours have gone
and during that time, I have heard things in this
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hou arc beyond belief. Helmer must know

everything ;
this unhappy secret must come to light ;

\een those two, there must be the completest

possible understanding ;
and that can never come to

pass, while all these concealments and subterfuges are

going on.

KROGSTAD. Very well, since you are so bold. But

there is one thing I can do, at any rate, and it shall be

done at once.

MRS. LINDEN (listens). Make haste; go, go. The
dance is over

;
we are not safe another moment.

KROGSTAD. I will wait for you in the street, in front

here.

MRS. LINDEN. Yes, do. You must take me home.

KROGSTAD. Oh ! I never was so wildly happy, in all

my life before. (He goes out through the outer door.

The door between the room and the hall remains

open.)

MRS. LINDEN (sets thefurniture a little straight* and

puts her walking things together). What a change ! what

a happy change. Somebody to work for, to live for !

a deserted home to bring comfort into ! Well, he will

be an easy prisoner .... If only they would come

soon. (Listens.) Ah, here they are ! Where are my
things ? (She puts on her bonttet and cloak. )

(Helmer's and Nora's voices are heard outside ; a

key is turned in the lock, and Helmer leads Nora almost

forcibly into the hall. S/ie wears the Italian costume,

with a large black shawl over it. He is in ewning

dress, with an open black domino)
NORA (still in the door, struggling :citk him}. No,



no ; I won't go in
; 1 want to go upstairs again.

ru to leave the boll o carl)

1 1 M.MKR. But, dearest Nora

NORA. Oh, I do beg and pray you, to earnestly,

Ton-aid, I beg you so very much ; only one more

hour.

HBLUER. Not another minute, my s You

know we settled it should be this way. Nora, go into

the room ; you are catching cold here.

'/< Uadt kcr gfntfy into tki room, in spilt of ktr

MRS. i.isi.is. Good evening.

NORA. (

iiat, Mrs. I.imlcn, you here so 1

MRS. LINDEN. Yes, pardon me . I did so want to see

Nora in her costume.

NORA. Have you been sitting here, waiting for

MRS. LINDEN. Yes. Unfortunately, I did not come

early enough. You were already gone upstairs ; and

then I thought I could not go away again, without

seeing you.

MF.R (taking Nora's thawl off). Yes, look at her

well I should rather think she was worth looking at

Is she not beautiful, Mrs. Linden ?

s, I must say

MER. Is she not wonderfully lovely ? That was

the general opinion at the ball Hut she is dreadfully

obstinate, de.ir little creature ! What is to be done

with her? Will you believe it. I had almost to use

force to get her away from the ball ?
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NORA. Oh, you will be sorry you did not

grant my wish, even if it was only for half an hour

long

HELMER. There ! you hear her, Mrs. Linden? She

dances her Tarantella, wins wild applause, which,

however, was but due to her, although perhaps her

rendering was a little too realistic
;

I mean ... a little

more than could be reconciled with the strict demands

of art. But be that as it may, the chief thing was she

got applauded, wildly applauded. Ought I to have let

her stay after that, and weaken the impression ? Not if

I know it. I took my charming Capri maiden, I might

say my capricious little maiden from Capri, under my
arm

;
a rapid turn round the room

;
bows from all sides,

and, as they say in novels the lovely apparition was

gone. A departure should always be effective, Mrs.

Linden
;
but I can't get Nora to see it ... By Jove,

it's warm here. (Throws his domino on a chair and

opens the door to his room.) "What ? It's very dark here.

Yes, of course
; pardon me. (He goes inside and lights

two candles.)

NORA (whispers quickly and breathlessly). Well ?

MRS. LINDEN (softly). I have spoken to him.

NORA. And ?

MRS. LINDEN. Nora . . . You must tell your husband

everything.

NORA. I knew it.

LINDEN. You have nothing to fear from Krog-

stad
;
but you must speak.

NORA. I shall not speak.

MRS. LINDEN. Then the letter will.
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NORA. Thank you, Christina. Now I know what I

do. liuihl

VIER (romiKg A*4). Well. Mr*. Linden, have you

^
;
and now I will *ay good night,

it, already? Does thi% knitting belong

to you ?

MRS. LINDEN (taking if). Yes, thanks ; I was nearly

en you do knit ?

M> Vcs.

MB*. Do yoti know, you ought to embroider

MRS. LINDEX. Indeed ! v,

Because it looks far better. Look now.

hold the embroidery in the left hand, in this way,

and then move the needle with the right hand, in

and out, in an easy, long-shaped bow, don't you ?

cs, I dare say you do.

VIER. While in knitting, on the contrary, it ran

.thing but ugly. Look now; your arms

are bent tightly together, ami the needles go up and

down ; there is something Chinese in it ... Oh ! that

really was splendid champagne they gave us 1

MRS. LINDEN. Now, good-night, Nora, and don't

be obstinate any more.

ell said, Mrs. Linden.

MRS -.. Good-night, Mr. Hclmer.

VIER (going with htr to tht door). Good-night,

good- night. I hope you'll get safely home. I would

gladly ... but it really is not far for you. Good-
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night, good-night. (She goes. He shuts the door behind

her and comes in again.) There, now we've shut the

door on her. She is an awful bore.

NORA. Aren't you very tired, Torvald ?

No, not in the least.

NORA. Nor sleepy ?

HEI.MER. Not a bit. On the contrary, I feel most

lively. But you? Yes, you look really tired and

sleepy.

NORA. Yes, I am very tired. I shall soon be asl

now.

HELMER. There now, you see. I was right, after

all, in not stopping longer with you at the ball.

NORA. Oh, all is right that you do.

HELMER (kisses tier on the forehead}. That is my
dear little lark speaking like a human being. But did

you notice how merry Rank was this evening ?

NORA. Oh, was he really? I had no opportunity of

speaking with him.

HELMER. Nor had I, much ;
but I have not seen

him in such good spirits for a long time. (Looks
at her for a little while^ then comes nearer to /

Hm . . . but it is quite too supremely delightful to be

back in our own home, for me to be quite alone with

you. Oh, you enchanting, glorious woman !

NORA. Don't look at me in that way, Torvald.

HELMER. I am not to look at my dearest treasure ?

all the glory that is mine, mine only, wholly 'knd

altogether mine.

NORA (goes to the other side of the table). You must

not talk to me in that way this evening.
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MR* (/otlmvin >ee. you hive the Taran-

tella your blood ; and that makes you more

enchanting than < 1 ten: the other guests are

beginning to go now. (\fort so/tfy.) Nora, toon all

use will be Mill.

NOK ho|>e o.

<>u, my own darling Nora ?

do you know, wh< to society with you, in

this way, do you know why I speak so little to you,

and keep at such a distance from you, and only steal

a glance at you now and then, do you know why I

.: ? Because I am i you are one whom
: secret, that I am secretly betrothed to you,

and that nobody guesses there is any particular un-

derstanding between us.

NORA. Yes, yes, yes ; I know very well, that all

your thoughts nre with me.

MKK. And then, when we have to go home, and

I put the shawl about your dear young shoulders, and

this glorious throat of yours, I imagine you are my bride,

and that we are coming straight from our wedding, and

that I am bringing you for the first time to my home,
and that I am alone with you f r the first time, quite

alone with you, you shy, beautiful thing. All this

ling I was longing for you, and you only. When
itched you chasing and beckoning during

ntella, it seemed to set my blood on fire ; I could

endure it no longer . . . and that's why I made you
come home with me so early.

v. Go now, Ton-aid ; yo j must leave me alone.
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U.K. What can you mean ? You mu^t be joking

with me, Nora dear. You * won't
'

;

' won't
'

? Ami
not your husband ? (

There is a knock at the front d

NORA (recovering herself). Do you h

HELMER (going to the hall door). Who is there ?

DOCTOR RANK (outside). It is I. May I come in

for a moment ?

MER (/// a low tone, annoyed). Oh, dear, wh.it

can he want at this time of night? (Aloud.) Wait a

little. (Goes and opens the door.) Come, it is nice of

you not to pass by our door.

RANK. I thought I heard your voice, and that

me long just to look in. (Glances rapidly round t/ic

room.) Yes, here is the dear place I know so well.

It is so quiet and comfortable here, with you two.

HKLMER. You seemed to enjoy yourself a good deal

upstairs, too.

RANK. Exceedingly. Why should I not? Why
shouldn't one take everything as it comes in this world ?

At any rate, as much and as long as one can. The

wine was excellent.

H ELMER. Especially the champagne.
RANK. Did you notice it, too? It was almost

incredible the quantity I contrived to drink.

v. Torvald drank a great deal of champagne
this evening, too.

RANK. Did he ?

NORA. Yes; and after it, he is always in such a

good temper.

RANK. Well, why should one not have a merry

evening after a well-spent day?
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HM.MI.K. Well >pcnt? A to thai I hive DOC Bi

to boast of, I am sorry to say.

:* kirn on Iht skonUtr). But I ha\c.

don't you sec ?

n you have certainly been engaged in

tome c vestigation, Doctor Rank.

HiiMiK. Just tee! here's lutlc Nora talking about

scieni ugations.

NORA. And am I to congratulate you on the result ?

y all means, you must

NORA, Then the result was a good one.

-.. The best possible, alike for the physician

and the patient, namely, ccrta

NORA (quickly anJ *<; , . Certainty ?

RANK. Complete certainty. Ought not I, upon the

strength of it, to be very merry this evening ?

NORA, Yes, you were quite right to be, Doctor

.k.

MLR. I s.iy the same, provided you don't

have to pay for it to-morrow.

in this life, nothing is to be had for

nothing.

NORA. Doctor Rank, I am sure you are very fond

of masquerade balls ?

> cs, when there are plenty of interesting

masks present.

NORA. Listen, and tell me what we two ought to

appear as, at our next masquerade.
i giddy little thing, are you thinking

already about your next ball ?
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K, We two? I will tell you. You must go as

the lucky fairy.

Yes
;
but think of a costume to suit the

character.

RANK. Let your wife appear in her every-day dress.

HELMI.R. That was really said very nicely. But

don't you know what character you will take your-

RANK. I am perfectly clear as to that, my
friend.

Hi i MIR. Well?

RANK. At the next masquerade, I shall appear

in visible,
fl/) \f* *s

*\(\. k/i ^rrOrv-4<

HELMER. What a comical idea !

RANK. Don't you know there is a big, black hat

haven't you heard stories of the hat, that made people

invisible ? You pull it all over you, and then nobody
sees you.

HELMKK (with a suppressed smile}. Oh, I dare say.

RANK. But I am quite forgetting why I came in

here. Helmer, just give me a cigar, one of the dark

Havannas.

HELMER. With the greatest pleasure. (Hands him

the case.)

RANK (takes one and cuts the end off). Thnnks.

NORA (strikes a fusee for him). Let me give you a

- f

\ i^yl^U*
K. Thank you. (She holds the match. He

lights his cigar at it.) And now, good-bye.

HELMER. Good-bye, good-bye, my dear fellow.

NORA. Sleep well, Doctor Rank.

RANK. I thank you for that kind wish.
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u? Very well, since you ask me:
fclcc fit nodt

to tktm both and got*.)

IHR (/* an undtrtonf). He'd been drinking a

good deal

* (abstntl\\ I dare a Irner tat

fin*. from kit fwktl and goes into tkt kail.)

what arc

cr-box
;

it is quite

full ; or there will be no room for the newspapers
to-morrow.

v. Are you going to do some work now ?

i know very well I 1.

Somebody's been at the lock.

.e lock ?

-. most certainly somebody has. What

does it mean ? I could never believe, that the servants

re's a broken * *ra, it is one of

yours.

Then it must have been the

chiUi:

Then you really must break them of such

h:n. i lu re
'

.it List I've got it open.
to the contents out and calls into tkt kitfkc*.)

n
; just put the hall door lamp out

returns to tke room ami skuts tke door into tkt

kalL ll'itk Utters in his kand.) Just see ! only look

how tht iccumulated. (Looks among tktm.)
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NORA (at the windou*}. The letter ! oh, n

kldi

H ELMER. Two visiting cards, from Rank.

NORA. From Doctor Rank ?

Hi i MI k (looking at them}. Rank, M.D. They
were on the top. He must have put them in, when he

went aw..

NORA. Is there anything on them ?

HELM IK. Over the name, there is a black cross.

Look at it. That is a very ominous sign. Upon my
1, it is as though he were announcing his o\\n

death.

NORA. So he is.

I hi. MIR. What! do you know anything? did he

tell you anything?

NORA. Yes. He said, that when the card came, it

would mean he had taken leave of us. He means to

shut himself up and die.

H ELMER. Poor fellow ! I did know, that I.should

not 'be able to keep him much longer. But so

soon ! . . And then he goes into his hiding-p

like a wounded animal.

NORA. If it has to happen, it is best for it to happen
without words

;
is it not, Torvald ?

HILMIR (wa/king /// and dcnun\ He was so

thoroughly intimate with us. I can hardly fancy our

life without him. He and his troubles and loneliness

formed a sort of cloudy background to our sunny

happiness Well, perhaps it is best so for him, at

any rate. (Stands still.) And perhaps for us, too. >
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wo are thrown entirely upon each other

irm round kc cem% to me
is if I coulti never hold you closely enough. Do you
know, Nora, I often with tome danger might threaten

you.ag..
;

i I could itake body and *oul, and

all, all else, for your dear sake.

-.trself and tars firmty and dttidtdly).

v ou shall read your letters, Torvald.

no, not to-night I want to stay

with you, sw<

he thought of your friend's death ?

'it, dear. It has shaken us

both. Something unlovely has come between us:

thoughts of death and dissolution. We must try to

get rid of them. Till then, you go to bed, and I

will go to my room a little.

NORA (her arms round His net*). Torvald, good-

night, good-night.

: the forehead). Good-night,

my little singing binl. Sleep well, Nora. Now 1 will

go and read all n. : rough. (H< goes into hit

room with the bundU of Utters, aid shuts the door

behind him.)

\ (with wild glances, wanders round touching

thin > domino, throws it over mer,

and whisper* quickly, Hoarsely, and brokenJ\ N

see him again ws Her

shawl over Her head.) And never sec the chiKlnn

agai: never. (

black, icy water ! Oh, that bottomless ... Oh,

were but over I Now he has it ; now he is readin
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no, no; not 1, good-bye, you and

the children.

(SJu is rushing out through the //</// / /// f/i,

moment Helmcr tears his door open and stands there,

with an often Utter in his ha

. Nora !

NORA (crying aloud}. Ah !

Hi I.MI.K. What is this? Do you know what is in

this letter ?

NORA. Yes, I know. Let me go; let me go
out.

! 1 1 i. MI R (holding her back). Where do you want to

go to?

NORA (tries to get free). You shan't save me, Tor-

vald.

HELMER (falling back). True ! is it true what he

writes ? Horrible ! No, no
;

it is perfectly impossible,

that it can be true.

NORA. It is true. I have loved you beyond all

else in the world.

HELMER. Don't come to me with silly excuses.

NORA (a step nearer to him). Torvald !

HELMER. You miserable creature ! what have you

done?

NORA. Let me go. You shall not bear it for my
sake ; you shall not take it upon yourself.

HELMER. Don't try any actress's tricks. (Shuts the

door to the hall.) Here you will stay and account to

for this. Do you comprehend what you have

done ? Answer. Do you understand it ?

NORA (looks at him fixedly>
and says with hardening
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. IJyf* ^ ..~t~~.i,j |t >

!i M[LMltft (mtliimg rawW). Oh, what an awful

awakening ! During all the* eight yeart,she who
was my Joy and my pride a hypocrite, ay.

and worse, worse a criminal Oh! what a dejth of

dnets it implies ! Ugh ! ttjh I

'.:. /W f*itim*s a> /*4>CW/r / A/*. )

4111 (amti**** t**4i*g Ar/vr Arr). I ought to

have gucvuxJ, that tomcthing of the kind was fare to

Kit. I ought to have foreseen it. Your father's

careless principles, be silent !
> our father** careless

ciples you have inherited, every one of them,

.ion, no morality, no sense of doty ! Oh, how

: unbhed 1 am, for ever having winked at his

doings. I did it for your sake j and this the way
. ;::

*, thit U the way.

tin MIR. You have utterly destroyed my happiness;

you have ruined my whole future. Oh, the thought of

I am in the power of a human

being, who is devoid of conscience ; he can do what*

r he pleases with me, ask of roe whatever he

chooses, order me about, and command roe exactly as

it i\. -I ihall not dare to corapL And

ut sink it able way and go to ruin, for the

sake of an un; i woman.

NORA. When I am no more, you will be free.

UL No dramatic effects, if you please. Your

father was always ready with fine phrases of that kind.

: good would it do me, if you were 'no more,' as
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you say? No good in the world : In -piv >! ti,.

publish the whole story; and if he does publish

it, perhaps I should be suspected of having be.

party to your criminal transactions. Perhaps people
would think I was the originator, that I prompted you
to do it And for all this I have you to thank, you
whom during the whole of our married life, I have so

cherished. Do you understand no\v what it is you
done for me ?

NORA (with cold calm). Yes,

HKLMEK. It is so incredible, that I can hardly

believe it. But we must come to some decision.

Take that shawl off. Take it off, I say ! I must try

to pacify him, in some way or other. The story mu-t

be kept a secret, cost what it may. And so far as you
and I are concerned, it must appear, that we go o:

we always have gone on. But of course, only in the

eyes of the world Of course, you will continue to

live in the house; that is understood. But the

children I shall not allow you to educate
;

I dare not

trust them to you ... Oh, that I should have to say

this to one whom I have so tenderly loved . . . whom
I still . . . But that must be a thing of the

\

Henceforward, there can be no question of happiness,

but merely of saving the ruins, the fragments, the

appearance of it. (There is a ring at (fa hall door.

Helmer recwers himself.} What's that ? So late !

Can it be the most terrible thing of all ? Can he ? . . .

hide yourself, Nora; say you nre ill. (Nora stands

motionless. Helmer goes to the hall door altd opens

if.}
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>W i* tkt k*U). Here U a Idler

for mistress.

Seiut tkt Utter and ikxtt

tkt i/Mr. i :< from him. You shall not ha\

inysclt

NORA. Read it.

MER (*Y tkt AIM/) 1 i <ourage ta

uipt we are lost, both you and I mst

know. ( Tears the letter nattily open ; gfanfts through

afew linn ; looks at an entlosnre ; a fry ofjoy. ) Norm !

\ looks imttrrogativtly at kirn. ) Nora ! 1 ndecd I

Vet, yes ; it U so. I am saved I

NORA. And I ?

i too, of course ; we are both saved,

md 1 I^ook hi : sends you back your

acknowledgment of the debt; he writes, that he regrets

and laments, that a happy turn in his life . . . Oh,
it can't matter to us what he writes. \\V are saved,

Nora ! Nobody has any hold over you. ( >

Nora ! Ah, but first let us destroy all these horrible

s of wri: I'll just see, though. (Glauses
f /. O. U.) No, I won't look at it ; the whole

: shall be no more to me than a bad jrey
:rs th< I. O. U. and botk the Utters in pieces, throws

them into the Jfrs, and watches them burn.) Thcr

has no further existence. He wrote, that ever H

stmas Day, you had been . . . Oh, Nora, they

must have been three awful d.iys for you !

have fought a hard fight in the last three

L\ .
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HELMER. You must have tortured yourself and not

seen any means of escape but . . . But \vt- won't think

about those ugly things any mor II only rejoice

and repeat: It is all over, all over. Do you 1

Nora; somehow you don't seem able to grasp it yet 1

_Ves. it's over. Then what can be the meaning of this

fr set look on your face ? Oh, poor dear Nora, I quite

understand : you can't believe just yet, that I have

forgiven you. But I really have forgiven you, Nora
;

I swear it to you ;
I have forgiven you everything. I

know so well, that what y u did, was all done out of

love to me.

NORA. That is true.

HELMER. You loved me just as a_wife_ should love

heyTfaskand. It was only the means you could not

judgeSrigntly about. But do you think you are less

d?ar to me for not knowing how to act alone? No,
indeed ; only lean on me

;
I will advise you ;

I will

guide you. I should be no true man, if this woman's

helplessness did not make you doubly attractive in my
eyes. You must not dwell on the harsh words I spoke,

in my first moment of terror, when I believed ruin

about to overwhelm me. I have forgiven you, Nora ;

I swear to you I have forgiven you.

NORA. I thank you for your forgiveness. (6

through the right door.}

HELMER. No, stay. (Looks in.) What are you

doing in the alcove?

NORA (inside). Talking off my masquerade dies

HELMER (in the open door). Yes, do, dear
; try to rest

and restore your mind to its balance, my scared
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K>IK Vou may go to rent in comfort , 1

broad wings t pm.
< il'atkt *bo*t <hu fy Ik*

door.) Oh, how beautiful and cosy our home it, Nora.

c you are ta: I can shelter you, like a

hunted dove, whom I have saved from the claws of

the hawk. I shall soon quiet your |>oor beating heart

Little l.y littl line about, Nora ; find

morrow all that will look quite diflt :

to > 4 will soon be going on just as it

used to do ; I shall not need to repeat over and over

again, th.it I furgitc >ou: you will r :or your-

self, that I have done so. How can you think it could

c to drive you away, or even so much as

reproach you ? Oh, you don't know what
i?
tn.- mm*.

Jie.irt
i>. tnadc of. Xura__I A man feels there is so

Thing indescribably sweet and soothing in his h.r.

his wife, that he has honestly forgiven her,

from the bottom of his heart She becomes his pro-

perty in a double sense, as it were. It is as though

he had brought horJnto the -?rld *fr
in She has

to a certa once his wife and his

child And that is what you shall really be to me

henceforth, you ill-advised and helpless darling. Don't

trouble about anything, Nora : only open your heart

to me, and I will be both will and conscience to you.

:;one to bed? Have you

changed your dress ?

NORA (ottering in her everyday drtss). Ye*, Torvald
;

now I have changed my dress.

K. Bujwhy, nowt so btg?

NORA. I shall not sleep to-night
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HEI .t, Nora ik.u . . .

NORA (looking at her watch). It is not so very late.

Sit down here, Torvald. We two have much to say to

each other. (She sits on one side of the table.}

hat does that mean ? Your cold,

ce?

NORA, Sit down. It will take some time. I have

a great deal to talk to you about

H i i MI R (sitting opposite to her at the table]. Nora,

you make me anxious. And I don't understand you.

NORA. No; that is just it. You don't un<K

me. And I have never understood you either, till

u;ht No
; you mustn't interrupt me. You must

only listen to what I say ... This is the settlemjnt

of an account, Torvald.

HELMER. How do you mean ?

NORA (after a short silence). Does not one thing

strike you as we sit h.-ro ?

Hi i MI. K. What should strike me ?

NORA. We have now been married eight years.

Does it not strike you, that to-night for the first time,

we two, you and I, husband and wife, are speaking

together seriously ?

HELMI.R. Well
; 'seriously,' what does that mean?

NORA. During eight whole years and more, since

the day we first made each other's acquaintance-.

have never exchanged one serious word about serious

things.

Then would you have had me persistently

initiate you into anxieties you could not help me to

bear ?
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NORA. 1 am not talking of anxictie*. All 1 am say-

ing >ai down together seriously,

that we might try to get to the bottom of anything.

, dearest Nora, would it have been

any good to you, if we had ?

NORA, That ii the very point You have never

'.crstood > I have been greatly wronged,

nd then by you.

MKk. NVhni ! by us two, by us two, who have

loved you more deeply than all others have ?

NORA (shjkft htr H<ad). You two have never loved

me. You only thought it was pleasant to be in love

th me.

1 1 KLMER . But, Nora, these are strange wor

NORA. Yes ; it is just so, Torvald. While I was

.it home with father, he used to tell me all

N
;
and so of course I held the same views

;
if I

different ones, I concealed it, because he would

not have liked it. ! to call me his little doll,

and he played with me, as I used to play with my dolls.

V Then I came to live in your house.

MKK. Whit expressions you do use to dc

our marriage !

NORA (uiiJisturtvtf). I mean, then I passed over

from father's hands into yours. You settled everything

rding to your taste; and so I had the same taste

as you, or else I let it seem so
;

I don't exactly krow.

I think it was both ways, first one and then the other.

When I look back on it now, it seems to me as if I

had been living here like a poor man, only from hand

Vto mouth. I h.ive lived by performing tricks for you,
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Torvald. But you would have it so. You and father

have sinned greatly against me ie fault of you
two that nothing i :e of me.

Nora, how senseless and ungrateful you
are ! Haven't you been happy here ?

NORA. No ;
that I have never been

;
I thought I

. but I never i

Hi i MIR. Not . . . not happy?
/ NORA. No; only merry. And you were always so

/ kind to me. But our house has been nothing but a

*\ playroom. Here I have been your doll-wife
; ju

at home, I used to be papa's doll-child. And my
/ children were, in their turn, my dolls. I used to think

/ it was delightful when you took me to play with, just

as the children were, whenever I took them to play

V, with. That has been our marriage, Torvald.

HELMER. There is some truth in what you say,

Derated and overdrawn though it may be. I hit

henceforth, it shall be different. The time for play is

gone by ;
now comes the time for education.

NORA. Whose education ? mine or the children's ?

i MR. Yours, as well as the children's, dear

Nora.

NORA. Oh, Torvald, you are not th^ man to educate

me into being the right wife for you.

HELMER. And you say that ?

NORA. And I, how have I been prepared to

educate the children ?

HII.MKR. Nora!

NORA. Did you not say yourself an hour ago, that

thai was a task you dared not entrust to me ?
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you lay any stress upon that ?

NOHA. No; you were pcifectly right. For th r

not ready. mutt IK:

performed first I must first try to educate mvtelf.

In that, you are not the it I

' do all alone. Ami that it why I am going away
.ou now.

H it M \ R (jttiHfiiKg ju \vat it you sa

NORA. I must be thrown entirely upon my*clf, if I

am to come to any understanding as to what I am and

what the things around me are. So I cannot stay with

you any longer.

MKR. Nora, Nora !

NORA. I shall now leave your house at one?.

Christina will, I am sure, take me in for to-night .

I shall not allow that,

you to do it.

NORA. There is no use in your forbidding me things,

from this time forth. r belongs to me I

take with me. I will have nothing from you, cither

now or later on.

ii.it utter madness this is I

NORA. To-morrow I shall go home, I mean to my
old home. There it will be easier for me to get some-

thing to do, of one sort or a not

Oh, you blind, inexperienced creature !

NORA. I must try to gain experience, Torvald.

MER. To forsake your home, your husban

your children ! And only think what people will say
about
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NORA. I cannot take that into consideration. I only

know, that to go is necessary for n

Oh, it drives one wild .' Is this the way

yoa can evade your holiest duties?

NORA. What do you consider my holiest <hr

MI K. Do I need to tell you that ? Arc th

your duties to your husband a:. lildren ?

NORA. I have otlur duties equally sac red.

Hi i MI K. No, you have not. What duties do you
mean ?

NORA. Dalies toward^ myself.

.IKR. Before all else, you are a wife and mother.

NORA. I no longer think so. I think that before

I all else I am a human being, just as you are ;
or at

f\ least, I have to try to become one. I know very well,

/ that most people agree with you, Torv.dd, and that

/ books say something of the sort. But I cannot be

/ >fied any longer with what most people say, and
^ -with what is in books. I must think over things for

myself, and try to get clear about them.

H ELMER. Is it possible you are not clear about your

position in your own family ? Have you not in ques-

tions like these, a guide who cannot err ? I lave you
not religion ?

\. Oh, Torvald, I don't know propeily

religion is.

HK.LMKR. What are you saying?

NORA. I really know nothing but what our clergyman
told me when I was confirmed. He explained, that

religion was this and that. When I have got quite

away from here, and am all by myself, then I will
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exaii I MTC whether what our clergy-

man taught is true ; or, at any rate, whet true

trd such things from a young
* ? Hut : cannot lead you to the

right, let me appeal to your conscien* : suppose

you have some moral feeling ? Or, answer me, perhaps
c ?

NORA. \\Vi!. I,,.\ i :,!. I think I had better not answer

.illy don't kn. leas about those things

are all upset. I only know, that I have quite a difiV

!>oui ihem from yours. And now I have learnt,

the laws arc from what I thought they

; but I can't convince myself, that they are right

It appears, that a woman has no right to spare her fa

trouble, when he is old and dying, or to save her

.mi's life. I don't believe that.

IKK. You talk like a child. You don't under-

stand the society in which you 1

\. No, no more I do. But now I will set to

work and learn it. I must make up my mind whc

society is ri^ht or whet I

ME*. Nora, you are ill
; you are feverish

;
I

almost think you are out of your senses.

NORA. I never fell so clear and certain about

:ecl to-night.

MF.R. And feeling dear and certain, you forsake

husband and children ?

^s
; I do.

Then there is only one possible e

ation of it
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Noi

HELMER. You no longer love me.

NORA. No; that is just the thing.

MER. No i Can you bring yourself to

say so?

NORA. 'Oh, I'm so sorry, Torvald
;

for you have

always been so kind to me. But I can't help it. 1

not love you any longer.

HELMER (keeping his composure with difficult

tins another of the convictions you are clear an

about?

NORA. Yes, quite certain and c! it is why I

will not stay here any longer.

MER. And can you also explain to me how I

have lost your love ?

NORA. \ -i. easily. It was this evening, when

the miracle did not happen ;
for it was then I saw you

were not the man I had taken you for.

Hi i MI. K. Kxplain yourself more; I don't ui

NORA. I have waited so patiently all these

years ; for, indeed, I saw well enough, that miracles do

not happen every day. Then this crushing trouble

broke over my head
;
and then I was so firmly con-

(i, that now the miracle must be at hand. When

^stad's letter lay in the box outside, the thought

never once occurred to me, that you could allow your-

self to submit to the man's conditions. I was so firmly

convinced, that you would say to him, >.tke

the a/fair known to all the world ;

" and when that had

been done
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a ? And when I had given my own
> disgrace and than

NORA. When tti.it had been done, then you would,

as I firmly U-Ucvcd, stand before the world, take

'ig upon yourself, and say,
"

I am the guilty

person.^

;. Nora!

NORA. You mean I should never have accepted
such a sacrifice from you? No; certainly r.

: would my assertions have been worth, compared
ti? That was the miracle which I hoped and

feau ! it was to hinder it, that I wanted to

1 to my i

ti K. I would gladly work for you, day and
>ra ; bear sorrow and trouble for your sake ;

but no man sacrifices his honour to a person he

1- |\H

NORA. T! '. hundreds of thousands of women
!<me.

Hn MI.R. Oh, you both think and talk like a silly

NORA. Very likely. Hut you neither think nor speak
I could agree with. When your terror waa

.not for what threatened mf, but for what in-

volved you, and when there was nothing more to fear,

then your eyes, as though nothing whatever

had happened. I was just as much as ever your lark,

your doll, whom you would take twice as much care of

in future, because she was so weak and fr nds

*/.) Torv.ild, in that moment it struck me, that I had

been living here, all these yean, with a strange man.
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and had borne him three children. ( >h, I rannot bear

to think of it. I could tear myself to pieces !

(sadly). I sec it, I see it : a chasm certainly

has opened between us ... Oh 1 but, Nora, could it

not be filled up ?

NORA. As I now am, I am no wife for you.

Hi I.MI.K. I am strong enough to become another

man.

NORA. Perhaps, when your doll is taken away from

you.

HELMI.K. Part part from you! No, no, Nora; I

cannot grasp it.

NORA (going into the right room}. The more reason

for it to happen. (She comes in with her walking

things and a small travelling dag, which she puts on the

chair by tlu table.)

HELMER. Nora, Nora, not now. Wait till to-morrow.

NORA (putting on her cloak). I cannot spend the

night in the house of a man who is a stranger to me.

HELMER. But can't we live here as brother and

sister ?

NORA (tying her bonnet tightly). You know quite

well that would not last long. (Puts her shawl on.)

Good-bye, Torvald. I will not see the children before

I go. I know they are in better hands than mine. As

I now am, I can be nothing to them.

HELMER. But later, Nora later on ?

NORA. How can I tell ? I have no idea what will

become of me.

Iln.MER. But you are my wife, both as you arc

now, and as you will become.
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NORA. Listen, Torvald. When A wife leaves her

husband's house, as I am doing, then I have heard he

c from all duties towards her in the eyes of the

law. At any lease you from all duties. Yon
must feel yourself no more bound by anything than I

There must be perfect freedom on both sides.

here is your ring back. Give me mine.

o?
NORA. That too.

\li:k. Here t is.

NORA. Very well. Yes
,
now it is all past and gone.

I will put the keys here. The maids know how to

manage everything in the house far better than I

To-morrow, when I have started on my journey,

Christina will come, in order to pack up the few things,

which 1 brought from home as my own. I will have

inc.

Past and gone ! Nora, will you never

think of me ar

NORA. Certainly. I shall think very often of you,

and the children, and this house.

1 IKI.MER. May I write to you, Nora ?

NORA. No, never. You must not

MER. But I may send you what

NORA. Nothing, nothing.

MER. Help you, when you are in need?

>, I say. I take nothing from strangers.

MER. Nora, can I never become to you an

I ui a stranger?

NORA (taking htr trot*//ing fag safy). Oh ! Torvald,

the great !c of all would have to happen, then.



NORA.

II dl me what the greatest miracle

NORA. We should both need to change so, you as

\\cll as I, thatOh, Torvald, I no longer believe in

anything miraculous.

MER. But I will believe in it. Tell me. We
must so change, that . . . ?

NORA. That our living together could be a mar:

Good-bye. (She goes out through the hall.')

HELMER (sinks in a chair by the door, and puts //is

hands before his face). Nora, Nora ! (He looks t

and stands ;//.) Empty. She isn't here now. (A

hope inspires him.) The greatest miracle !

stairs is heard the dull sound of a door shutting in the

lock.)

mi. END.
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